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Chapter I 
stat .... t of the Frobl .. 
One of the growiag CODceras 81IOJI.I educatora toda, is the proble. of 
dealias with underachievers. Much potential talent is lost because these 
iacJi dduala do ut leara to funotion to their capact t,. ,et few effective 
.eana have bee. fowad to assist suoh studenta. 
I. recent ,..,.a, a good. deal of Hsearch hae focused on per80nalit1 
4p.aa1ca of _derachievers, and. the tiac1iD88 have i.dicated. that au:1et,.. 
he.Ul1t1, agarastd_, an4 1asecurJ.t, are ofte. concomitant with the "poor 
scholarahip 81Il4rome." luut (1959) baa so.e 80 far aa to attribute fail-
ure ill school to an Itacti ve, though lUlcoascioua, resistance to learning." 
(p. ") 
Bat while _ch baa been written _ ~c factors avo1.,.ed 1a under-
acbiev_ent, there haa, to date. 1Mea little 81stereatized. ettort to stuq 
the effects ot treabent on indi'f'1duals who do not acbieve up to their capac-
lt1. It UDderachievers do maatfest some of the perSODal1t, 41tficultle. mea-
tloned here, th .. 1 t wouJ.d se.. feasible to _pl01 • cOWl8el1ag .pproach 
with those ahow1ng deflo1encle. in .chi..,.....t 1a order to aia treatment at 
the tcau •• ' as well .. the '818PtoII. t COUJUJel.iJlg, 1a thi. sense, might al-
ao b ..... as a aeana of wa.rdiag ott more serious .eurotic difflcultie. be-




Fr_ aaother point of vi •• , it bas been aot.d that ado1.seeats ha .... a 
great ••• d tor peer group acceptaace.. The7 tad to be • other' orie.teclia 
tu eeJUJ. ot aeeding appro ..... 1 from others ia their acU.... Their 'aHds' 
otta _st be tilled trOll without. For the ca •• 1& poiat here, it ae.a 
that tor uad.racld.eT.l.Dg adole.ccm.ta a group cou:u.l1.ng approach II1gbt w.U 
provide a fult11laeat ot these n.eds "ld.le at the salle till. h.1p1D.s the par-
tio1paats to work thro1lgll s.e .t the a.gati ve teel.1ngs that are preveat1q 
t:ru1ttul applioatiOl1 ot their talents. FroIl a practical point of vi.", 8Uch 
an approach can alao tao1li tat. a solution to on. ot the greatest prab1 ... 
1aberent in cOllDsel1ng-that ot the ti.e el_eat 1& relation' to the l.iJIi ted 
statt. 
nev.1oping the thought still fUrther, it II1gbt b. aot.d that while 
adolescents tead to ha.. a great .e.d tor acceptance from th.ir peers, 7et 
at the same t1a •• th.,. are caught 1a the struale of growth towards maturit7_ 
'fhq are endea'YOriag to 'actualize' th .... lv •• as peraGaa, to become iade-
peadent ia their th1D1d.ng. to 'become' iacH:tidua1s_ Ackel"lll8D (1955) has ob-
sened that on. ot the moat strUdll8 aspects of ado1esoenta' behavior ia 
theraP7 is their '7earn1ng to complete their inc_plete s.l ... es. 1f (p_ 249) 
Group couns.l1ag, then, might further be looked upon as aD. expert_oe which 
CUI. asld.at adolesoeat uaderaold.e'f'Va to pla IIOre ooat1dence 1a th._selYes-
to tbec .. e' iadi vi4uala-'bJ' proTid1.D.g what Ackerraaa (195') ret.rs to aa a 
social test1ag 11"0uad for (te.tiag) the distorted _4 inappropriate perc.p-
tions the7 have of themsel.e.. 1'bro1ach nob. a process, they can hop.ful17 
0 ... ' to uad.rataad IIOre clear17 their pattern of behavi.r 1& • putting OIl a 
front' ud/ or • aet1ag out' aga1a.at _then t7 to gain pe.r acceptaace. Th.a, 
---
through recognition and experienced support, they can be helped to lessen 
dependency on others tor the satisfaction of their needs and to increase 
reliance on their own inner resources and pototiaU ties. 
, 
Maslow (19.54) has viewed the process of psychotherapy in a similar man-
ner, seeing the selt-actualized person as the end product of such an exper-
ience, yet recognizing "need gratification" (refer.!.D.g here to the "deficien-
cy neede" that can be satisfied oaly by other hWlan beings) as one of the 
most important steps toward this goal. 
Gotag on the assumption thea tbat underachievement in school is related 
to personaUt,. probl .. and uxiety, and encouraged by the positive results 
shown in a small pilot study. it was the investigator's purpose here to ex-
plore the fruitfulness of a group counsel1Dg approach with underachieving 
female high school students. Seators were chosen as subjects of the pres-
.t study, siDee it vas felt that being faced with the immediate reality of 
having to make important decisions on future schooling and life commitments, 
they would share a common concern and would be IIOre Ukely to experience an 
immediate need for eounseUag than those not taced with problems of such 
current aport. 
Since emotional problems are seen to manifest themselves in underachieve-
ment in II8D.1 waTa, it seeaed that cOUDselillg aesstolle aimed at helping the 
individuals to understand and to accept themselves should effect growth not 
only in atu. tudes toward the selt, but in school achievement as well. The 
present study has attempted to test this hfpotheais. This research was also 
aimed at assessing the motivational patterns of underachievers and seeing 
if specific needs were related to improvement or lack of improvement as a 
,. 
rewlt of group counseling. Would, tor example, girls with high 80cial needs 
be more likely than others to experience a • satisfaction' of their needs in 
group sessions, and thus to show greater posi ti.e growth? Would those mo-
tivated by a great need tor independence or a need for novelty view achool 
achievement as a means of 'conforming' and hence shy away from it? On the 
basis of clinical observation, Richardson (1964) suggested the liklihood 
of such individual difterences. He did not test them empirically, however. 
Specificall7. then. the following research hypotheses were tested in 
the present study: 
1. Female underachievers show a significant gain in grade point average 
as a result ot partiCipation in group counseling. 
2. Female underachievers show. growth in self-actualization as a re-
nlt of participation in group c~seling. 
,. Female underachievers show greater congruence between the way they 
perceive themselves and the way they would like to be as a result of par-
ticipation in group counseling. 
4. Female lIDderachievers who improve as a result ot group cOllDseling 




Review of the Related Literature 
Studies Relating Personality n,namics to Underachievement. In recent 
years there has been a good deal of research focused on the relationships 
between personality dynamics, motivation, and achievement. In the past, 
underachievement was attributed mainly to poor study habits and to lack of 
'drive' but more current findings have shown the 'underachievement syndrome' 
to be related to a deeper level of the personality structure. 
Snider (1953) tried to identify some of the factors motivating achieve-
meat and his study of a group of high school seniors demonstrated among 
other things that underachievers were self-oriented, that they saw goals in 
terms of self gratification, that they were concerned with immediate results 
and were impatient about delay, that they acted impulsively in the face ot 
frustrating stimuli, that they tended to shift th" blame for their tailure 
onto others, and that they expected success with a minimum of work. This 
group were also more ad9ptable SOCially and more spontaneous than a matched 
group of high achievers. Snider studied only extremes on the achievement 
continUUII, however. The value of Snider's approach to the problem of motiva-
tion seems to lie in his allowing the individual to express his OWJ'l lIoti ves 
without 'impOsing' any pre-conceived ones. There was a certain lack ot 
specit:l.city. however. in his mode ot interpreting data, 80 that it would be 
, 
6 
difficult to apply the identical technique with another sample. Snider was 
also aware of which Ss were high and which were low achievers, and this fac-
tor may have biased his interpretations of the Thematic Apperception Test. 
McCandlish (1958) followed up Snider's method and subjects and attempted 
a predictive study. Employing a refined scoring system on the method used 
by Snider (Arnold's Sequential Analysis for the TAT), he was able to predict 
bigh and low achievement correctly for 95% of the Ss on the basis of their 
attitudes. As a by-product of this study, a personality description of the 
underacbiever emerged. McCandlish found that low achieving Ss had difficul-
ty in relating to people and that this sometimes led to external rebellion 
or to a cynical attitude; they were conscious of failure, but seldom bl .. ed 
theaselve.. The underachiever was, in general, found to be an "illlllature per-
sonality,-deeply immersed in insoluble problems, with little consciousness 
of bis duties and obligations." (p. 65) This study demonstrated a highly 
reliable method of identifying motivational factors related to achievement, 
yet the prediction was made tafter the fact.' It would seem that to estab-
lish predictive validity, pre measures on motivational variables would have 
to be made. Such an asseslJllent should include not only the extremes of the 
achievement continuum, but ss whose t potential t achievement would be more 
centralized in. the group. 
Shaw and Brown (1957) found that underachievers in college were char-
acterized by an attitude of hostility or hJperseneitivity. but that this 
might not necessarily be shown in overt behavior. These investigators found 
a significant difference between a group of achievers and underachievers 
(selected on the basis of equivalent ACE scores and discrepant grade point 
7 
averages) OIl the social seale of the Bell Preference Inventory. On the basia 
of their research, Shaw and Brown concluded that underachievement was not til 
8Urface phenomenon that was aaldly modifiable, but thnt it was rather, relat-
ed to basic parsonall t1 patterns of the tndi vidual. Thus, the notion that 
lIBderachiev.ent could be attributed sole11 to poor stud1 habits 'WaS grad-
ually shiftiag. 
In a further study. Shaw and Grubb (1958) gave four tests .easuring 
bostilit1 to a group of high sad low achievers. Male underachievers were 
foud to maaifest sig:nif1c8Iltly more bostil1 t,. thu. male achievers,but the 
picture for female. wa. not clear. Whether there is • real differenoe be-
twea~ male and female underachievers or whether the difference lies rather 
ia their IIOde of expressing hostili tl is a question tor tutve research. A 
look at the items marked in a negative direction on the tests used in the 
stud,. indicated that the source of aderachieveraent did not lie within the 
educational framework, but that it was related to a more deeply rooted per-
sonality 8J1ldrOlle. The iDvestigators felt that it was fair to inter that 
til baaicall7 hostile person WORld not react favorably to demands placed upon 
hie for better performance, and they recommended a counseling approach. The 
reaSQIS wbt the hfpotheses of this stud,. did not hold up for female. eight 
be manifold. However, there was til control factor lacking for the female 
gl"O'Ilp (aot for the aale group) in that the abilit,. 8co1'es for achievers &ad 
lIBderecbieYere were Bisaificaatl1 difterent (.01 leY81). 
Various personal! t7 patterns in Wlderachievers have been identified in 
several cliaical eeasures. Ia a stud,. ot MMPI profile. (Drake. 1962). it 
was Observed. that low achievers (_le.) manifested significant17 higher 
8 
soore. 011 the Ka and Pd soale. than did high aohievers. Mc:Kenz:1e's tindiaga 
(1964) are 80IIewhat supportive of the.e data. Thi. iDye.tigator found ele-
vatioaa oa Pel and pt scale. and depressioas on L and K .cale. for mderachin--
ers. All item a.r.ua1181s in McKenzie's stuq shoved lev achieYers to be more 
awd0U8. more antagonistic tovard.e authorit1, IIOre dependent on others 1et 
acre rejectiDg of eoc1a1l1 acceptable behavior, and le.s persistent in the 
search for long range goals than normal achievers. The.e tindings. hovever, 
were troa a ule population and ClUUlOt necessari11 be generalized. 
UsiAg the Edwards Fareo .. l Preterenoe Schedule, Merrill ad Murphy (1959) 
obser'V'ed that those who vere predicted to be low achieYers and who performed 
as predicted bad le.s need for aChievement, intraception, doadnance, aggrea-
non, and heterosexuality, and higher need tor deference, order, exhibition, 
abasement, atfiliation, endurance and clumse than the norm group. This evi-
dence appears 8011ewhat contrad1ctOrJ to stud1es that have show the uader-
achieYer to be more aggressive than individual. aChieTing up to their abilit7. 
Gebhart and Hoyt (1958) had also tried to uaeu the pereonalit1 need. 
ot under- and. oYer-achieving _lea 1». college, and fOtOld that vhile the lat-
ter group bad greater need for aChieYement, order, and intraceptlon, and the1 
were lIore consistent, the fOl'ller group had a greater need tor nurturance, 
atfiliation, and change. Two ditferent patterns in underachieYement were 
thv.s auggested b1 this study' (l) that associated with need for ftriet;r 
whereill studie. U1 appear routiDe, and (2) that aSBOciated with social 
motiye. wherein triendships U1 be placed aboYe scholarship. This was a 
well desigaed stud1, 1et the tact that Ollly _lea were used would liBit it. 
application in the present reaearch. Cae flaw vas noted iD that the _e 
9 
abil1t~ test was aot used as a predictor of grades for all the Sa studied. 
This would be a critical factor to consider since the reliabilities of the 
two tests were not the eame. Some of the very small discrepancies between 
predicted achievement and achieveaent might well have been due to differences 
in test reliability rather than to 'underachievement. t 
Berger (1961) h7P0theaized that students who were willing to accept 
their limitations would achieve at a higher level than those who were not. 
He devised a teat to measure this phenomenon, and fouad when he considered 
the total group that high scorers mad. significantly higher grades than low 
scorers. The hypothesis did not hold up for women, however, when the sexes 
were coaaidered separatel~. 
Todd, Terrell, and Frank (1962) verified four hJpotheses tor male under-
achievers of superior abilit,._ Identified on the basis of an Academic Ap-
titude Test score above the 80th percentile and a grade point average less 
than 2.0, this group were fouad to show less need tor achievement, less de-
cisi ven.s. 011. a specific oCcupatiODal goal, aore likllhood of looking tor 
a specific occupational orientatiOD in their course work, and a lower ex-
pectancy for academic success than those achieving normally. Only two of 
these obserTati~t namely the s8Coad and fourth, were born out for females. 
The amount and orientation of education were not controlled in this stud;n 
... bers of the three upper classes in college were used, but the number in 
each class was not specified. This factor would seem important, since vo-
cational goals do tend to change from year to ,ear as new fields are seen 
in perspectiYe by the student. Grading trends must also be considered when 
working with SS at difterent academic levels. The questioa might be raised 
10 
here as to whether grade point averages trom the ditferent classes were com-
parable. 
In a less well-defined study, Flory- and S,.es (1964) approached the 
problem of lemale underachievers from another angle. Having observed that 
temale college studentI':! seeking counseling often manifested difficulty in 
achieving up to their ability, these investigators attempted to study ease 
histor,r material from a number ot these Sa in order to arrive at an explana-
tion ot the causes of their lack of achievement. "-'bile it was necessary to 
view a number of the cases indiY1dua1ly. a great majority of them fell into 
two general patterns of behavior. A group of apathetie 8s (N a 11) who put 
forth little or no eftort comprised the first group. These Sst interests 
were not clearly defined; they frequently changed their majors, were indeci-
siV'e, and resisted faculty help; they foud it difficult to participate in 
class discussions, and were poor at paper work. These students reported 
good home e1 tuations, thoue;h there wae evidence to the contr817; peer rela-
tions were rather superficial and selt-insight was low. The second group 
(N • 17), on the other hand, was made up of Sa whose effort was excessive17 
hight ,et whose increased aotiV'ity did not bring success. Their academic 
behelV'ior showed marked fluotuat:!.ou; they were decisive and had clear in-
terest patterns; they were receptive to criticism end participated well in 
C1BSS discuse!ons; they were otteD perfectionists. A number ot these Ss bad 
overt confliotswith parents. Their peer relationships were More meaningful 
than those of the former group, and they showed considerable insight. Statis-
tical results were not offered by Flory end Symmes, yet their study lent 
support to the observation that there are various behaviors.l patterns esse-
11 
eiated with underachievement. Individual characteristics can often be lost 
sight of by trrins to generalize the dynamics of underachievement. 
The persOD.ali ty picture emerging for female uaderachievers has, in 
general, been less clear than that for lIlen. (Shaw and Grubb, 1958; Berger. 
1961) Lesser and Krawitz (1963) helped to clarif,. this sOlllewhat by their 
observation that female achievers produced more achievement oriented thematic 
stories an cards depicting women, whereas underachievers produced more stories 
relating to achievement in response to the 1I&1e pictures. It 111&1 be, in the 
light of this research, that underaChieving females see achiev_eat IIOH 
relevant to the male social role thaD to the female role. Social role is 
certa1nl1 an important aspect of IIIOti vation to consider in dealing with high 
school and college girls. 
iesearch on Group Counseling with Underachievers. stace underachieve-
lIlent seellS to be related to social motives, it seems feasible that individuals 
who can be classified as underachievers might perform better if they were 
placed in an atmosphere where their social needs eoald be fulfilled rather 
thaD in an environment of a highl7 cOlllpeti ti ve group. Sueh an atmosphere 
might be provided in a group counseling setting. 
There has been a growing trend in recent lears to amplo,. various methods 
of group counseling with students. In view ot statt limitations and in 
consideratioa of benetits to be derived frOlll group interaction, this approach 
seellS to have a number ot merits. To date, however, there 1s very little 
evidence of well-controlled research in this area. A few studies are rele-
vant. 
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Caplan (1957) studied a group of bo,ys who were selected on the basis 
of conflicts with school authorities and regulations. Three experimental 
groups, each meeting with a different therapist, and one control group were 
used. All Sa were given a Q sort for selt and ideal self both before and 
after the ten group sessions. Academic and citizenship marks were also stud-
ied. The counseling sessions were intended to give the b01s e oPportun1t, to 
release ed to deal with their hostile feelings. A signlficant change (.01 
level) was observed in selt-ideal oorrelations during the counseling process 
for all three experimental groups, but Aot tor the control group. The coun-
selor vas Aot found to be a factor in the change. There was also aD. increase 
in grade point averages (significant at the .05 level) for the experillata.1 
groups but Aot for the cOD.trol group. Ci tiaenship grades, too, improved 
(sipificant at the .01 level) for the f01'lll8r groups, but ut tor the latter. 
This study shows a proaising approach in dealing with adolescente, ,.et 
it JII1ght be criticized on several gr01Dlds. For one, a t test was used to 
check aignificaD.ce of changes iA self-ideal congruence, in grade point aver-
ages, gd in Citizenship grades, and frOli the data give, there is no in-
dication that the assumptions ot the t test were fulfilled. Another factor 
that it would se&lll important to consider 1s whether the ideal self has 
changed during theraP7. las the ideal come dovn to meet the self or bas the 
self cGae up to meet the ideal? Elther of these situations would result in 
increased correlations, 1et the,. would have quite a ditferent meaning iA 
relation to the therapeutio process. Controls, too, were rather nebulous in 
the seue that group. were onl1 ttrougbl.1 matched" on economic status, ia-
telligeace, age, and school record. Numerical values were Aot presented, 
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however, to allow for evaluation. 
Harria and 1'rotta (1962) attempted a group theraPY' experiment with eight 
pre-adolesceat underachievers. 'rbeir purpose was to have the ehildrell ex-
plore their attitudes toward school work and future goals and to note changes 
in grades ud behavior. Ia presenting their results the investigators said 
tl'ua.t changea were ".sufficiently substantial," but they fOUDd that the child-
reD. bad a difficult time being serious and focusing oa problems. 
From a scientific point of view, this study was quite poor, and seemed 
rooted in vague platitudes. No control group was used, the cri tena for 
iJlprovemet were aot meationed, results were aot treated statistically, aad 
from the descriptioa of the seasioas, it appeared that the rapport was quite 
poor. 
Cubbedge and Ball (1964) experienced a difficulty similar to that of 
Barris and Trotta (196;!) in getting a group of seveath graders to focus oa 
problems. Restlesaaess aad inattentiveaesa on the part of the youngsters 
ten4ed to mill tate against progress of group members, and they did not show 
significant improvemeat over aembers ot a control group of underachievers. 
Difficulty in examiniag themselves might have been a coasiderable problem 
for the case in poiat here since the group consisted of seven boys and only 
one girl. There was some lack of coatrol in the study referred to here in 
the .ense that the mothers of the experimeatal Sa also participated in group 
sessions; children whoae mothers did not volunteer to participate were used 
as the coatrol group_ Rence such factors as lack of pareatal interest (on 
the part of the coatrol grotlp) or parental proddiag (on the part of the ex-
perimental group) Eight well have be •• operating here; the iateraction of 
these factors in the experiment and their effects on the children was not 
ude clear. 
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A rather interesting study was conducted as part of a research project 
in connection with Children's Division of the New York City Court (Margolin 
et &1., 1955; Roman, 1957). It had beEm found that 8' ... per cent of the child-
ren referred to the courts were retarded in reading by two or more years. 
Many of these children had the ability to learn, but either because of hos-
tility directed to teachers in refusing to read or because of emotional prob-
lems, they were unproductive. Tutoring in reading did ver,r little to help 
these ,"olUl,gsters. Arl experiment was conducted wherein therapeutic techniques 
were combined with remedial techniques with III group of these children. The 
Ss in this group could "talk" or 'treadft as the, ea.w lit when they met in the 
group; and even when the, read, eaphasis was placed on the emotional concom-
itants of reading. Another group bad special tutoring in reading without the 
therapy and a third group met for purposes of talking over their problems. 
All three groups met with the same therapist, and all three improved in terms 
ot reading scores as well as in terms of adjustment. The group that bad 
been subjected to the combined approach, however, showed the greatest im-
provement. In reading. the group which bad the dual approach improved 74 per 
cent, the group who had training in reading improved 39 per cent, and the 
group who had therapy improved 26 per cent. In school adjustmentt as deter-
mined by a social worker, the improvement rates were respectivel1 71 per cent, 
45 per cent, and 28 per cent. In the group with the combined approach, the 
stUdent did not have to achieve to be accepted, and being accepted as a per-
SOD. in his own ript, h~ could afford to drop his defenses against learning 
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Since learning difficulties are so often associated with delinquency. the in-
vestigators have recommended identifying theee early in school situations so 
the individual can be helped before malndjustm~nt in achool leads to delin-
quency patterns. These results are promising and the method of tre~tment 
6uggested in this study is certainly worth further investigation. There are. 
htmever. certain biases that must be considered.. w'h11e the therapist variable 
has been controlled. one wonders it the therapist's • attitude' variable has 
been controlled. In other words, did the therapist have a preconceived bias as 
to which group he wanted to make the most improvement iil terms of the research? 
The psychologist who rated the Se on the Behavior Rating r~ale was actually 
an observer in all three groups; hence the bias factor cannot be ruled out. 
A further question might be raised as to whether the therapist was eQuall1 
eftective with all three methode. 
In the first report of this research project (Margolin et a1 •• 1955), 
rather a false picture wae presented by attempting to show improvement in 
terms ot percentage. The 6081es of measurement were not ratio scal~s since 
they did not have an absolute zero. Yet the authora made such an tu~sum.ption 
when they divided scores and presented reeults as per cent of improvement. 
vlhen the project was reported a second time, an analysis of variance and t 
test were used as the statistical methods. While a number of differences 
were observed on personality measures, changes in reading scores and in 
80cial worker ratings Here actual17 not significantl)" different for the three 
groups.. This statistical treatmeat might be brought into question here, since 
there were only seven Sa in each group, and it is not likely that the para-
metric assumptions were ~et. 
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Baymur and Patterson (1960) studied the effects of three different 
.ethods of helping underachievers, one ot which was group cowseling. The 
other two methods were individual counseling and a one session motivational 
spur. A control group was also used. 8nd the four groups were matched OIl 
aptitude, grade point average, underachievement, socio ... ecOllomic status. age, 
and sex. An N ot 32 made up the entire sample and these Sa were assessed 
both betore and atter the counseling sessions on Ii Q sort, study habits, and 
grade point ayerage. iiaploying an analysis ot varianoe and the t test tech ... 
nique, the investigators found no significant differences between groups on 
an,. of the criteria. Considering the two counseled groups together. how-
eYer, they observed a signitioant gain in adjustment and grade point average. 
Most ot the gain in adjustment was attributable to individual cO\U'lSeling 
whereas most of the galn in grade point ayerage was attributable to group 
cO'W1Seling. The a_bel" ot Sa la each of the groupe in this studJ was aotu-
a.l.l7 too _aU to draw 8111 gene.ra1 conc1usiOllS. There was also no cOJ'ltro1 
set up for the nWlber of counseliag sessions offered. Indi vidual counseling 
took place once a week tor 12 weeks wbereas those in the group counseling 
progru bad only nine sessions. There is likewise serious doubt that the 
assumption ot normalit,.. essential tor the parametric teats used, was met. 
Sa in the counseling groups had not volunteered. lD4U17 were not even aware 
that they were uaderachieyers. Perhaps this explains wb7 the group sessions 
did not develop into a therapeutio uBi t and these faotors would have to be 
watched in future studies. 
Collias (1964) made a comparative studJ ot three difterent types of 
group counseliag with ninth graders, but found no signitioant differences 
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in terms of grade point average or personal1ty characteristics as reported 
by teachers between any of the experimental groups and a control group. The 
participants in this research were 161 students from four high schools, all 
had failed in ihgl1sh or history the previous semester. The Ss were assigned 
to one of three cOUDael1ag methods at random& tra41tiOllal, diagnostic, or 
noa-directive, or to a coatrol group. Groups numbered 11 to 15 members who 
were matched for ag., sex, IQ, and grade point average. 
'1'h1s seemed to be a well designed study. ,.et reasons for lack of poc-
tive results might be manifold. The inYestigator has recommended smaller 
ai.ed groups, voluntary participation, and a continuation of the meetings 
over two semesters as a means of improving his procedure. There is also 
still a question which research has not clarified as to whether boys and 
girls at this age level are really v11l1Dg to examine themselves. particular-
1,- in a group 81 tuation. AgaiD., it would be of interest to note which in-
dividuals did improve. Were there specific personality characteristic. of 
these Ss? The effect of the large nasber might have been to cancel out the 
changes that did take place in specific iD.stances or ill specific personal1 t7 
pattern •• 
Richardson (196") noted that persOllal1ty factors 41d differentiate be. 
tween those who showed improv.ent and those who showed a decrement in grades 
after counseling, though this observation was made on the basis of illdividual 
treatment. Stud71.ng 38 counseled and 38 non-counseled college students, he 
found no significant changes in their grades when the groups were compared 
terlll b7 term. When members of the counseled group whose grades improved (13), 
however, were compared with those whose grades dropped (20), 41fferent per-
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Bonality patterns emerged for each of the two groups. The former Sa had a 
great ~eed for acceptance and belongingnesa; they were constrioted, dependent, 
and seldom resourceful. The latter Sa had emotional, tamily, and peer diffi-
culties, and in general, they tended to be pleasure seekers. These personal-
ity factors were not measured by tests, however, but were based on olinical 
observations. Personality factors of Ss who can benefit trom group couasel-
ing should be identified through more objective personality measures in order 
to throw light on the effects of counseling in different settings. 
Lawrence and Kiell (1901) found group counseling highly effective with 
college stUdents troubled with anxiety, tension, and lack of self confideace. 
They felt that it was an answer to meet the needs of the larger number of 
college stUdents seeking assistance. This was actuall1 a descriptive study 
and it did not employ statistical techniques. Howeyer, some of the ideas 
hypothesized are worthy of testing through more exact measures. 
Boeaheill (1957) has emphasized the importance of proper selection of 
adolescents for group psychotheraP1. He has also pointed out the greater 
lind. ts in dealing vi th the analysis ot inner impulses wi th this group than 
with adults, ad the necesaity or sometilDes encouraging the group by as1d.ng 
questions. These are important faotors to consider since, in all liklihood, 
the method as well as the interactiou and material discussed relate to the 
particular areas in which an individual improves. If growth ill specific 
ar .... 1s desired, it seems that focus should be placed here qd that the 
group should be so constituted that it is amenable to a 'fOCWled' approach. 
Ooldburgh and Feue,. (1962>, too, have seen the aecessity of "limitation" 
therap,. when treating adolescents. The,. have proposed d.aliag with the ill-
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mediate problem of Wlderachiev8llent and focusing on the cauaea of this • s1llP-
tom' oaly rather than oa reorganization of the whole personality. They refer 
to thia l1raited goal therapy as "sector" cOWlsel.iDg aad they deliberately 
tr.y to avoid transference in such a relationship. Slace 80 much research 
shoWs wideapread hostility toward authority among underaohievers, these in-
vestigators suggest that the aim of counaeling with such individuals be to 
bring them to a level of uaderstaadiag how they might unconsciously be wagtag 
an aggressive attack on their parents or other authority figures by neglect-
ing to study and thereby getting poor grades. BaTing acquired such insight, 
the cOWlselees will then be able to shift the directioa of their emotional 
energy into more eftective study1ng. Three methods of handling irrelevant 
material were suggested by Goldburgh and Penney, (1) Interpretation of such 
as a defense againet discussing the presenting problem; (2) Redirection of 
the material by an analogy to the conflict area within the aectorl and (3) 
Communication of the fact to 5 that the material is simply not related to 
the particular sector in focus. 
While sector therapy haa certain merits tor the short term cases, it 
would aeem to carr,. the danger of warding otf material that might be highly 
relevant to the Sst underachievement. Since the d1Zlamics ot underachievement 
are still ambiguous to a degree, it would be extremely difficult it not im-
possible to delimit the conflict areas of the Ss involved. Only controlled 
research can show the value of such a method as compared to others. 
A well designed and controlled study was Wldertaken by Of man (1964) 
in order to evaluate the eftects of " "Study Habits Seminar" (group counsel-
ing procedure). Five groups of 60 Ssl an "experimental" group who volun-
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teered and participated in group counseling, a I1control" group who volun-
teered but were told the seminar was closed, a "wait" group who volunteered 
but were obliged to wait for two semesters, a "dropout" group who volun-
teered but dropped out of the group before the fourth session, and a "base_ 
line" group chosen at random from the sohool population were equated for ACE 
scores. Grade point averages for each of the eight semesters in college 
were tabulated for members of each group. \ib11e four of the groups had com-
parable grade point aver.ses at the begianing of the experimental period, 
the average ot the "baselinelt group was somewhat higher than the others. 
The experimental group improved sign1ficantl1. but this did not begin to 
take place notably until the third semeater in college. B.1 the fourth semes-
ter. their grades were comparable to those of the baseline group. The wait 
group too, improved but not until after partiCipation in counseling. On the 
basis at this study. 1t was concluded that group counseling was an effective 
meana of helping students improve their grades, but that it took some time 
for the newly acquired insights to be used advantageously, hence results were 
not seen immediately. 
Tbis study appeared to be well-controlled, yet no personality measures 
were used, and one wonders if different personality factors might not have 
been present in each of the various groups to account in part for the changes 
1n grade point average. 
Another attempt to use group therapy with boys who were prone to act 
out in school was made the subject of investigation by Doering (1963). Twen-
ty-five stUdents were placed into one of five groups and they met weekly for 
16 sessions. Twenty-five controls were also placed into one of five groups 
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and these met twice, once at the begimrlng and once at the end of the period. 
A number of quantitative measures were given to both groups both before and 
after the sessions, and teachers were also asked to rate behavior. A sig-
nificant gain in achievement was not ~ffected through the group therapy pro-
gram. although the overall trend was tor the experimental group to improve 
their grades and for the control group to regress. The group therapy did 
not produce changes in selt-perception although teachers did report less 
acting out on the part of the stUdents in therapy_ It seems that more con-
trolled research along this line is needed not only with those who manifest 
acting out behavior, but with those whose overt symptom is underachievement 
and whose personality disturbances may be more subtle. 
Garwood (1963) tried such an approach with underachieYing adolescents. 
He di Yided 32 volunteers into two experimental and two control groups. All 
subjects were asseased before the counseling sessions on the basis of grade 
point averages, teachers' ratings, Bell's Index ot Adjustment and Values. 
California Test of Personality, and the McKinney Sentence Completion Blank. 
The experimental groups met twice a week for eight weeks, after which the 
assessment measures were again given to all the SSe Then the control group 
met for group counseling and the 'battery was again g:l. va to both groups. As 
a result of the oounseling sessions, the experimental groups shoved a signifi-
cant gain over the control groups in aoceptance of others after the first 
experimental period, but the oontrol groups showed a significant g:lin b7 the 
end of the second period. There were marked individual differences noted, 
however. While some of the stUdents im~oved in certain areas, others tend-
ed to regress. An individual's personallty in relation to the particular 
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group in which he participated was an important factor in determining the 
direction of chaD.ge. 
Broedel, Ohlsen, Prott t and Southland (1960) had previously made a 81a1-
lar study ot ninth grade students who ranked in the upper ten per oent ot 
their class on the Calitornia Test of Mental Maturity, yet scored at the 
ninth decile or below in terms ot grade point average. These Ss were desig-
nated as underachievers, and were assigned to OI1e of two experimental and 
two control groups each with six to eight boys and girls. After meeting with 
the experimental Sa ad! ddually to explain the purpose ot the counseling 
sessiou, the therapist .et with them twice a week for eight weeks in their 
respective groups tor counseling .essions. The sessions, which took place 
during the students' regular study period, were recorded and were observed 
over closed circuit TV by four judges (raters). At the end ot the eight week 
experimental period, the control groups then .et for group counseling sessions. 
Impro ... ent was judged on the basis of three criteria: academic performance 
as measured b7 grade point average and the'CaliforDia Achi .. ement Test Battery. 
acceptance ot selt and others as measured in a thematic picture test; and in-
terpersonal behavior as measured b1 a Behavior In.entory rated by the stUdents 
themselves, their parents. the counselor, and observers. Tbe results of this 
study indicated that the experillental groups _de a significantly greater 
lIean gain in acceptance of self and othera than the control groups after 
the eight weeks ot counseling sessions. The experimental Sa grew worse in 
their grade point averages and OR the California Acbie ... ent Test, however, 
while the control groups showed an increase on these measures. While the 
couaaeled group also showed improv .. ent on the Behavior Rating Scale, their 
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self ratings (for more than half of the members) were more negatiye after 
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their participation in the group sessions. The 1nYestigatora felt that thia 
lowered self ratiag might haYe been due to a more accurate perception of them-
selves following theraP7 or to a reduced anxietY' which would enable thell to 
admit their faults lIore rea4111. They concluded on the basis of their stud1 
that group counseling in itself was not a sufficient tool for effecting bet-
tel' performance in school subjects unless facultY' meabers could be _de lIOI'e 
aware of the needs of underachieYers. 
'l'b18 appeared to be a well-controUed. study. but seyeral facets of the 
experiment bring questions to the mind of the renewer. The first is the 
effect that being observed oyer closed Circuit TV had on the Ss. One wonders 
if the added anxiety produced by not being able to see their obseryers might 
haYe created a tension which failed to allow their needs to be satisfied 
ia the group. Another point that comes to mind is the fact that over half 
of the Ss rated theJll8elves more negat1ve11 after the sessions than before. 
It would seem that the students' own perception of their behavior would ac-
tual17 be a more important criterion for measuring growth tban adults' per-
ception of their behavior. for it is the former evaluation that would ac-
tuall,. have a more profound influence on school achieyement and OIl the Ss' 
approach to current situations. The tact that there 1s still so IlUch dis-
agreement among judges as to what constitutes improvement in paychotheraP7 
(Carr and Wh1ttenbaugh, 196,) would turther tend to llinimize the yalue ot 
observer ratings. 
The criterion tor defining underachievement in the study just mentioned 
might also be brought into question. Those ranking at the ninth deeile or 
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below would not all be classed as underachievers according to the more widely 
accepted terminology. The ninth decile corresponds to the 90th percentile 
and to sa,. that one whose abilit1 is in the upper 10 per cent of the class 
and whose achievement is in the lower 90 per cent of the class is an under-
aohiever is to assume perfect reliabilit1 and validity for both tests with no 
margin for error. T.bie situation simply does not exist except in theorr. 
While some 5s falliag within this def1.u:;.t:i.<n1 would show great tmderacbieve. 
ment, others would show ver,. little or none. Another criticism that might 
be leveled at this study is the Hoias" of the judges. Parents had been in ... 
fomed of the project and would "expect" 1mproved results. Also the oosel" .... 
vers who were raters had an interest in confirming the h7potheses of the ex-
periment. There was also some question of scorer reliability on the Picture 
Stor,r Test. The number of raters was not given nor was interrater reliao11-
i ty mentioned. 
One vital point brought out in. this study was the :i.mportaAce of the selec-
ti ve factor. One of the control groups failed to make progress during the 
course of the second semester because of two hostile boys who created ob-
stacles impeding the therapeutic process. 
Winborn and Schmidt (1962) investigated the effects of group counseling 
on superior underachieving college freshmen (male and female). Sa were iden-
tified on the basis of ACE scores above the 80th percentile and a grade point 
aTerage below 1.50 (based on a 3.0 formula) tor the first semester. Two 
counselors worked with three groups each for six one hour counseling ses-
sions. From 135 Sa who satisfied the criterion, 68 of them were drawn at 
random as the experimental group_ All Ss were given the California Paycholog-
ical Inventory (CPI) both before and atter the sessions, and grade point 
/averages were also compared for the two groups. At the end of the seseions, 
contrary to expectations, the •• an grade point a ... erage of the control group 
was sip1ficant17 higher (.05 level) thall that of the experimental group. 
The cOlUl8elor was act fOUlld to be a factor in the change. It was concluded 
that group cOUDseling led to a negative effect on achievement. Neither were 
any significant differences between groups observed OIl the CPl. 
One possible .xplanation for the negative effect of the group counsel-
ing is the fact that six aessions would hardly be enough tille to allow the 
indi viduals to get to know on. another let alone work through their negati .... 
affect. It Would s ... nec.sear,. to extend the ti •• sOIlewhat. The fact that 
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5s were selected and were not volunteers would also work against r.alizing 
positive results in 50 short a tille. 
5p1.1berger, Weitz, and. n.JUQ' (1902, 1964), having observed that uux_ 
ioua lt college students tended to .arn lower grade point averages and to drop 
out of college more frequentl;y than noa-anxious students, attempted a group 
cOUllseling procedure as a pr.ventative measure. For two successive ,.eare, 
male college fr.shmen who scored high on Tal10r's HAS and Welsh's A scale 
ud who were at or above the fourth stanine OIl the ACE (or the third staniae 
on the CEEB) were invited to participate in a voluntaq "academic orientatioa 
program" ailled at helpiag the individuals to adjust to college life and to 
talk over the problems related to oollege life. Volunteers were assigned to 
experimental or control groups, the former rectsvins group oounseling OIlC. 
a week for a maxi... of 13 sessions. Groups w.re matched on scholastio ap-
titud.. It was the purpose of this stud,. to see if Ss who partioipated in 
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group counseling sessions showed greater improvement in their grade point 
averages and dropped out of college lees frequently tbaa nOB-counseled Ss. 
The couaselor's role was rather flexible; in tact. the group took interest 
tests during one ot the se8b~ane and discussed them at another. All the 
sessions were taped and nOD-verbal behavior was recorded by an assistant. 
It was noted that while the experimental groups talked about academic diffi-
culties, they tended to avoid the area of personal problems. During the tirst 
year this project vas carried on. both experimental and control groups im-
proved in grade point average from midterm to final grade. (the period durilll 
which cOUDseling took place). with the counseled group showing significantll 
more ilBprov .. ent thall the nOB-counseled group (.05 level). During the seconA 
Jear of the studJ, however, the cOUDseling started earlier in the semester 
and wbile the experimental group had higher grade point averages than the 
control group at the midterm, there were no pre measures to enable one to 
determine whether this was a function of the counseling or not. From mid-
term until the end ot the semester, the control group actually showed more 
improvement than the experimental group. With the group that met the first 
year the stu~ was undertaken, there vas also a signiticant ditference in i~ 
provem.ent between high and low attenders. 
In following up the groupe, 1 t was seen that IIHIl'l1 decrements oecured 
in grades tor the second semester due to pledging in fraternitie.; this drop 
took place regardless ot whether the S. had been counseled or not. Henee, 
the counseling was not telt to have a carry-over ettect. 
Several factors might have militated against the etfectiveness ot this 
experiment. For one thing, it would seem that the administration and dis-
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cussion ot interest tests during the cOUl1seling sessions would tend to keep 
the participants from really getting involved at a personal level. and hence 
to limit progress. The term used for the sessions, "academic orientntion 
program, 'I would seem to baVtI the same effect. Aleo, the tact that the two 
groups were begun. at different tlates in the semester 8.."ld that an initial 
grade point average was not available on the groups makes comparison difficult 
It might also be pointed out that a different criterion of anxiety on \tIelsh' a 
Bcale was used {or the two samplG8, and the groups in the second population 
vere considerably' larger than those in the first. These factors would tend 
to lessen the comparability ot the groups. 
Oa the basis ot the ambiguous results observed in thia Dtud.,.. it VIla 
concluded that a voluntary group counseling approach was not the most effec-
ti ve means to prevent underachievement since the Sa who became uaderachievere 
d.id not volunteer for the group nor was anxiety necesaaril1 a debilitating 
factor for academic success. This assumption was not born out. It would 
seem that anxiet1 per se is not a good predictor of potential underachieve-
ment, Binee anxiety can facilitate as well as iahibit success depending on 
the ad! vidual. Fa:at underachievement would "em to be a more stable cri-
terion. 
The faot that participation in groups was "'Yoluntal7!l brought into focus 
another difficulty often found in research in p8ychotherapy--that of main-
taining a I1captlve ff group who would "persevere" through the end of the ex-
periment. In Spielberger et al.'e study, a number of the Sa did not attend 
sessions regularl1. 
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Research on the Personal Orientation Inventor,r. Perhaps one ot the 
greatest obstacles to valid research in the area ot group counseling is the 
lack of adeQ.uate criteria for iIlproTetHnt. E,rsenck (195.2) pointed out, tor 
example, how such phrases as "great17 improTed ft or "slightly improTed" can 
.ean such difterent things to different indi'ri.duals. In 1960, a question-
naire was siTen to registrants of the American Group Psychotherapy Associa. 
tion (Hartley and RosenbaD, 1963) on which .embers were asked to rank what 
they considered to be the three most important criteria tor improvement in 
group therapy. The three that ranked highest among the three professions 
represented were: (1) self acceptance, self confidence, self reliance, 
(2) flexibility, the ability to cope with a variety of experiences, and (3) 
improved interpersonal tunction1ng both in and out of the group. 
A relatively new .easure which seems to tap these areas is ShostrOll'S 
Personal Orientation Inventory (roI) (1963). Based on Maslow's notion of 
the selt-actualized person (1954, 1962) as weU as on theoretical formula-
tions of gestalt. existential, and huaanistic psychology. this instrument 
is _de up of lSO cOllparati ve value judgments that were chosen empiricall,. 
by a group of therapists. Its a1a is to measure self-actualization or pos-
itive mental health tendencies rather than pathological indications as is 
often the case with other clinical instruments. Writings of Maslow (1954) 
as well as those of Rogers (1951) and Bratrllller and ShostrOll (1964) BUgest 
that the selt-actualized person might be seen as the uend-product of the 
process of psychotherapy. tt (Shostroll, 1963) 
Items on the roI are stated both positively and negatively; thus it is 
not taken tor granted that the subj ect know the opposite of a g1 ven state-
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ment or question. A support scale, based on Reisman's theory (1950), ass ••••• 
a p.rson's reactivity as to whether it is basically "oth.r" oriented or 'tselflt 
oriented, and It tille competence Bcale, based on the ideas of May (1958) and 
Perl (1951), measures the degree to which an individual eftectiYely usee !lis 
time. other subscales, still undergoing research, are those tor self actual-
izing value, existentiality. teeling reactivity, spontaneity, self regard, 
self acceptance, nature of lUl1, S)'DerQ, acceptance ot aggression, and capac-
ity tor intimate contact. 
Normative data gathered so far are based an responses of 561 college 
freshmen in Southern California. Test-retest reliability was established 
on a group of 158 "normal" adults tor the support and time ratios. Coetfi-
cients w.re .93 and .91 respectively. Relatively "self-actualizedtt and rela-
tively "non-selt-actualized" ~reons were nominated by a group ot clinica.l 
psychologists, and test validity was established on the basis of these two 
groups. The uYentor,. significantly discriminated between the two groups OIl 
11 of the 12 scales measured. Selt actualized persons were able to tree 
themaelyes from aocial pr.ssures, could live more tully in the present wbile 
at the S8J1e tim. t;:ring in past and future eyents to the present, and were 
sensitiYe to the feelings ot others but were not dependent on them. 
Shostrom (1964) made a further Yalidity study ot the POI and tried to 
show the sensi ti vi ty ot the hstrument to changes i. personal! t,. fua.ot1cm-
1nI as a result ot therapy. :ae studied two groups ot patiets. one at the 
begilUling phase of therapy (N • 31) and one group whose mean time in theraP1 
was 2.7 months. (N It 39) Groupe were cOlIlpared in teNS 0'/ a,le, sex, uci. 
leyel ot &duoat1m, and all Sa were given the POI and the MMPI. All 12 of 
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the roI scales dittereatiated s1gniticaat17 betveea the tvo groups at the .01 
leTel. On the MMFI. tour ot the subscales ditterentiated betweea the groupe 
at the .01 leTel. Pearson r's vere calculated to relate MMPI scales to 
measures of selt-actualization for both beg1naing aad adT8nced groups in 
theraw, aad a naber of sigzaiticant conelatias vere obaerTed. The S1 
scale em the MMPI conelated lIOre than a:tr1' other scale with the POI. Of the 
24 correlations betveen the Si scale aad FOI scales, 12 were significant at 
the .01 leTel. All FOI variable. vere negatiTel1 related to $1. There were 
also IlIlD.7 sigD1ticaat rf s with the D scale vhich is one of the fIOst eftecti"'e 
MMPI scales in differentiating begiBRing trom advanced groups in therap,y. 
SeTeral significant correlations between the K scale and sub scales ot the 
roI suggested tbat K llight be usetul in validating the POI. In general, it 
is suaested by this studl that the process ot theraPl effects not oaly d.e-
crease in pathology but an increase in positiTe aspectl'l ot lIIental health. 
Therap,y also tends to make an iadi ndual more inaer directed than other 
directed. 
One thing tbat this study failed to couider is an IQ difference be-
tweea groups which might haTe affected result&. It was quite pQ!1Isible that 
this was a factor since the average educational leTel of the adTanced group 
was two lears higher thaD. that of the beginning group. Eyen this factor in 
itself might account tor some of the ditference. 
lCnapp (1965) tried to establish another measure of concurrent Talidi ty 
tor the roI by using Eysenck's Personality ID:9'entory as a criterion. One 
hundred thirty-six undergraduate college students were selected on the basis 
ot the neuroticism dirlension on Eyeenck's iaventory. All 12 scales ot the 
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!OI differentiated at the .05 level or better between nbighf1 and "lov" neu-
rotic groups, and selt -actualization vas .een to be related to a lack of 
neurotic symptoms. Large differences vere found on scales measuring time 
competence, selt regard, and synergy in understanding human nature. The 
roI vas also posi t1 vely related to the extroversion scale of Eysenclt's inven-
tory on a number of the scales, suggesting that the selt-actualized person 
is sOllewhat of u extrovert. 
While the PersODal Orientation Inventory is still in the experimental 
stages, results look promising. It would seem tbat One aspect of the inven-
tory that would bave to be tested is whether it is sensitive to changes that 
take place 1A an individual as a result ot therapy. While other studies 
have investigated different individuals at various stages ot therapy, they 
have not assessed the same indi Yiduals before and after therapy sessions. 
fbis study baa attempted to do that. 
Research on the Q Sort. A device that has been somewhat successful in 
.essuring therapeutic change in those who bave voluntarily sought counseling 
is the Q Sort Technique. This ipsative procedure which permits the expres-
sion ot an integrated personality formulation entails having the individual 
sort a group of adjectives or phrases according to the degree in which they 
are characteristic of himself. He then aorts the same group of words or 
phrases according to the degree in which they are characteristic of the kind 
of a person he would most like to be. (This technique tends to eliminate 
response set.) Correlations are then found between self and ideal sorts. 
There is evidence that the correlations tend to increase as Ii result of 
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counseling. Stephenson (1953) was the tirst to popularize this technique, 
and its use 8.. a means ot measuriag growth through cOlmseling has been stead-
i11 increasing. 
Butler and Ha1gh (1954) have done a considerable amount of research on 
assessing chances in self-ideal correlations resulting trom ccunseliag. Using 
an experimental group (who received counseUng) and a control group roughly 
equivalent to the former in teNS of age, sex, and socio-econoadc status, 
the1 found that the cOUDseled group improved sign1ficant11 more than the non-
counseled group at the end of the sessions. (.01 level) 'the control group 
had shown more congruence between self and ideal prior to the experimental 
period, bowever. so there i8 considerable question as to the comparabilit1 of 
the groups. The investigators just mentioned also tested out the poss1bil-
1t1 that practice in taking a Q sort or tbat the very presentation of oneself 
for thenan would effect changes. Using a group as its own control and test-
iu.g them when the1 first presented thellselves, atter a waiting period, and 
again after counseling, the1 foud a posi t1 ve increase in correlation on17 
atter cOWlsel1u.g. 
Williams (1962), also employing the Butler-Haigh Q Sort, took care to 
use groups comparable in selt-ideal congruence prior to cOWlseling; he found, 
after brief educational-vocational counseUng, that participants had made 
significant gains over those who had not participated. 
The particular Q sort used in the present study was one devised b1 
Block (1961) tor use with non-protessional sorters. Composed of 70 item_ to 
be arr8l'lled in seven categories, this list is comprehensive and easily un-
derstandable. 
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Butler and Haigh in the study mentioned above had noted that it 'tIas 
possible tor certain individuals to sort 11defensivelYt n so that very high 
oorrell!t1oos were not neeessaril,. a sign ot good adjustment. This ~pothesis 
vas put to test by Block and Robart (1955) using Blockta Adjective Q Sort. 
~pothe.iz1ng that degree of self-satisfaction vas eurvilinearly related to 
ad.justment, these investigators gave an MMPI and the Q Sort to 56 Ss who took 
both tests 8!1O!1omously. The product moment correlations of self with ideal 
ranged from -.30 to +.84 with a median of .64. These correlations were traaa-
formed to & scores and upon correlating them with MKFI scales, it was found 
that there 'tIas a significant degree of negative correlation with most of 
the seales. Correlation with It however vas positive as was that with 
Block's Ego Control Seale (E-C) (r •• 44) and a denial scale (De) (I' = .41). 
Correlations with en admissioJl scale (Ad) was -.54. These last three men-
tioned correlations vere significant at the .01 level. In order to test out 
the lQ'pothesis of curvilinearity, the 10 Ss with the highest self-ideal 
correlatioas were compared with those whose selt-satisfaction indices clus-
tered about the median. The D. scores of the former group were significant-
1,. higher than those of the latter, indioative of the fact that they tended 
to deny their problems. It was thus concluded that extreme self satisfac-
tion represents an unhealth,. tendency. A content analysis was made to iden-
tify trends in the high self-satisfaction group (r·a of .77 to .84), the 
group whose scores ranged about the median (r'. of .52 to .66). and the low 
selt-satistactiOll group (r's of -.30 to .30). It was found that the bigh 
group emphasized social appropriateness and that the,. required acceptance 
and popularity; the low group were confused, overly-introspective, and had 
unrealistic aspirations; the middle group tended to be reasonable and accept-
ing of themselves and were comfortable in their relations with others. Block 
related these three levels of self-satisfe-ctlon to three types of ego control. 
(his ego control seale) namely, overcontrol, undercQntrol, and appropriate 
contr,>l. 
While the" Sort methodology tends to reuuoe response set, FA.wards (195') 
has shown a bigh correlation between Q sorts and sooial desirabili ty (tor 
male a , r :: .81.; for temales, r :I .87). This observation llight have some 
relevance to the group of overcontrollere studied by Block and Robart (1955). 
These Ss, it w.Lll be recalled, were concerned with soeial appropriateness, 
aCCleptance, and popularity. It seems ,possible that social clesirability- and 
overcontrol as defiaed in these two studies have much in common. 
Research on Mward.8 Fersonal Preference Schedule. The other peraonalltr 
measure used in the present study was one devised by Edwards (1959) in an 
atte.pt to minimize the faetor of social desirability operative in so many 
u;res-no" type queatiolUlairee. The F..dwards Fersonal Preferenee Schedule (EPPS) 
was designed primaril;r for research and counseling purposes. Its aim was 
"to providtt q,uick Ilnd convenient !II$uures of a number of relatively il\depen-
dent normal personality- variable •• " (Edvards, 1959, p. 5) The relative 
$tr~h of the manifest .eeds fer achievement, deference. order, exhibition, 
autonomy, affiliation, intraception, succoranoe. dominance, abaSement, nur-
turance. chaag., endurance. hlitteroeexua.llty. and aggressiol\ are purrortedly 
measured b;r this inotrument. 
Edwards set up this questionnaire using & forced choice method ot an-
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awering items equated for 50cial desirability. One bundr6d forty items 
based on Murray's need system had previously been measured for eoeial desira. 
bility. Edwards (1953) had used 152 Sa to judge the social desirability of 
each item in the inventory. Nine intervals were used and the scnle valu.s 
for the items W$rc det¢rmined by the method of successive intervals. Later, 
he employed the inventory ~~th &nother grouy of Ss, asking them to describe 
themselves by responding lIyest! or uno" to items as they characterized. th~rn­
selves, and he found that endorsement of the items correlated .81 with social 
desirability_ Forth~~th. he tried to eliminate this factor by using a force4 
choice method of responding and equating items for sociel desirability. 
Edwards went further and obtained two outside measures of social desira-
bility: One was the K scale en the MMPI; the other was the SO scale set up 
by haYing 10 Sa answer 150 selected MMPI items in the most socially desirable 
wq. The 19 items on which there was perfect agreement made up the SD 80ale. 
There were, in general. low correlations between the EPPS variables and 
these two scales for social dosirabilit7. Highest relationships with the 
SD scale were observed on the Edwards' scales for endurance (r • -.32); the 
aggression variable showed the highest relationship with the Ie 8cale (r = -.33~ 
While Edwards had attempted to minimize the influence of social des1ra-
bilit7 on his test by pa1riag items equated for this variable, Coreh et 81. 
(1958) ~oted that he did not check the items for judged sooial desirability 
after thel had been paired. These investigators used 30 paired items to in-
vestigate the influence of this variable in .FJ';wardst test and their subjects 
vere asked to aaswer in a socially desirable wa,. In this studl. a high 
social desirability factor was observed with 17 of the 30 paired items show-
tag differences significant at the .01 level. Achievement was considered 
1I0re socially desirable in seven of the ten paired items used, order in four 
of the pairs, and succorance and abas_ent each in three of the pairs. The 
investigators concluded that social desirabili t1 was operating ia the Edwarde t 
test as in other paper and pencil tests and that single items sOIDetimes cha_ 
in social desirabilit1 when paired with another it .. _ hence items responded 
to aiag17 couldn't be equated on this Yariable when the1 were paired. It 
was not clear, however, whether real differences existed, or whether the re-
sults of this stud1 indicated, rather. different value judgments on what was 
"socially desirable" for difterent populations. 
NorllS on the EPPS were gathered on 749 ooUege wOllen and 760 college 
lien ot a wide age rail'. trOll various uni versi ties and colleges. Norms were 
reported separately for the two sex groups since a number ot significant 
differencee were found betwe.. thell. Ken had higher mean scores for achieve-
Ilent, autonoay. dOlliaaace, heterosexuality. and aggressioa, while women 
were higher on affiliation, intraception, succorance, abasHent, aurturance. 
and change scales. Other norma wore established on a geaeral adult popula-
tion of 4031 male. and 4932 temales. Difterences between sex groups were 1n 
the same direction for the general adult population as tor the college group, 
though there were still some significant difterences between these two nora 
groups. 
nett (1957) established additional norms on 1633 hish school students 
in two acbools and tcnmd a number ot dirterences between this group and the 
college population. High school girls (who were also the coacern ot the 
present stud7) aaanite.ted significantl1 higher need tor eJdd.bition. attil1a-
r 
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tion, abase.ent, Ilurturance. change, and aggression than the college women. 
The college temale group, on the other hand, were signiticantly higher in 
need for achieYement. deterence, intraception. dominance, and endurance. 
Sex differences were also found for this group, the boys being higher on 
achieYement, exhibition, autonOll7. dominance, endurance, heterosexuality. 
aad aggression scales and the girls on scales lIleasuring affiliation, intra-
ception, I!Rlccorance, abasement, nurturNlce, change, and consistency_ No 
signifioant relationships of the EPPS variables with IQ, a,e, grades, or 
socioeconomic group when taken separately were observed. Some interaction 
of variables was evident, however. 
While the author recOIIlIIended that separate nOnls be applied for high 
school and college students, the stabill ty of his own findiDgs does not se_ 
sufficient to warrant their use. Ie found signitioant ditterences between 
the two schools he used as samples. and it would seem that the results might 
well be dRe to a locality factor. 
lnteraal consistency for the EPPS was assessed by calculating split halt 
reliability tor row and column Bcores on the 15 variables. For the 1509 
S. in the college sample, the reliability ranged from .60 for the deterence 
Bcale to .87 for the heterosexuality scale. 
Test-retest reliability based on protocols of 89 Ss tested at intervale 
a week apart ranged trOll .74 tor achieYement and exhibitiOll scales to .88 tor 
the abasement scale. Mann's test-retest reliability (1958) tindings oyer a 
three week period were somewhat lower, extending from .5' tor affiliation 
to .87 for the deference scale. Intercorrelations among the scales were 
generally quite low tor the college group indicating that the variables were 
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relatiYe17 independent measures. 
Validity measures have been difficult to establish due to lack of 
adequate criteria. An attempt to investigate validity was made by having Sa 
make a ~ sort of the items of the EPPS. While some Ss showed a high correla-
tion, however, others were strongly influenced by social desirability on the 
Q sort. 
The EPPS was also validated against the Gu1lford-Martin Personnel Inven-
torr and Taylor's MAS. A number of low, but significant (at the .05 level) 
correlations were found. yet it is possible that some of the correlations 
were reflective of the social desirability factor. 
Mann (1958) observed that 10 of the 15 EPPS variables were related to 
self ratings based on these same variables. and Dunnette et al. (1958) found 
a number of significant relationships between the EPPS and the California 
Psychological Inventory. 
Soee atteapts bave been made to validate the separate scales of the 
EPPS against outside criteria. Melikian (1958) fO\U'1d almost no relatioDship 
between noed for achievement as measured by Edwards' test and by the McClel-
laad .. thod. She made the observation that the achievement motive was rather 
complex and that the Edwards' variable appeared to be related to a conscious 
hope of eu.ccess rather than. a fear of failure. He11brua (1962) investipt-
1D.g the achievement need on the EPPS, found it to have only au i1l8ignificant 
relationship with grade point average. and Goodstein aud Heilbrun (1962) 
found it to be somewhat correlated with grade point average for males (r •• ~ 
but Dot for females (r = .01). These same inYest1gators observed that for 
females of low ability. abasement and nurturance seales correlated negative-
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1,. with grade point average and for females of high ability, the intraception 
scale was positively correlated with STade point average. 
Beraadin and Jessor (1957) _de a study of the construct va.lid! ty ot the 
EPPS in relation to dependency. They defined dependency as (a.) reliance on 
others for approval, (b) reliance on others tor help or assistance, and (c) 
confond. ty to the opinions and demands of others. and they set up an exper11lea 
tal condition to test each ot these modes of behavior in rela.tion to EPfS 
variables. Dependent Sa were identified on the ba.sis of ~~PS deference 
scores at or above the 70th percentile end autonomy scores a.t or below the 
50th percentile (with at least 30 percentile points between the two). la-
dependent Sa were identified on the basis of autonOllY' scores a.t or above the 
70th percentile and deference scores at or below the 50th percentile (with 
a minimwD of 30 percentile points between the two). It wae confirmed in this 
stu~ that dependent Sa who received aelativ. verba.l reiDforcement performed 
less well on a task than independent Ss subjected to the same treatment or 
dependent Sa who didntt receive the negative reinforcement. The dependent 
Be also acked for more help and reassurance than independent Sa when both 
groups were raced with a difficult problem solving task. Contrary to expec-
tations, however. dependent Ss were Dot more bound to group conformity in 
a perceptual judgment task than independent SSe The results of this study 
gave support to the construct validity of cae aspect of the EPPS. 
Gisvo1d (1958) attempted a further investigation ot the h:potheais 
Bernadin and Jessor bad failed to confirm, and using a modified method of 
Ash's measure of conformity, he found a correlation of -.54 between this 
variable and Edwards' autonomy scale. He found only an insignificant cor ... 
relation of .17, however, with the deterence scale. 
ZUckerman (1958) attempted to validate the EPPS against personality 
traits of dependency and rebelliousness. A group of stUdent nurses were 
asked to nominate from among their members the most conforming, the most 
submissive. the most dependent. and the most rebellious individual. Ss had. 
previously been given the EPPS and when the Edwards' scales were compared 
for rebellious and dependent Ss (the latter group being a combination of 
the nOlllinees for the IlOst coaiorming, the most subllisai ve, and the most 
dependent a), a number of significant relationships were observed. The 
dependent Be "ere higher on deference, succorance, and abasement scales, and. 
they "ere lo"er oa autoaQm1. dondnance, and aggression. Seales measuring 
abasement and autonomt "ere the most effective 11'1 differeut18t~~s be~"e~ 
groups. 
The EPPS has then. in general, manifested reasonable validity and 
reliability as a research inatruaent for use with a normal population. And 
the particular scales validated (in the studies mentioned here) seem to be 
related to the d1Damios of achievement as mentioned earlier. 
Research on the Scholastic Testing Service High School Placement Test. 
The Scholastic l'eating Service High !;coool J?lacement Teat (STS HSPf). upon 
which ability measures described in this study were based, was first devel-
oped in 1958. The Test is newl1 devised &Deh year, and it is a closed test 
in the sense that it is not sold on the market. but is distributed by and 
returned to the company who scores the testa and aenda out normative data. 
Eight scores including measures of verbal ability. IQ. reading achievement, 
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arithmetic achievement, language achievement, and a battery composite score 
are reported for all SS who take the test. 
The writing of items for each test begins two years before the test 
is to be used. Then, the year preceding the wholesale use of the test, it 
is administered to a representative sample of eighth graders in order that 
ite. difficulty can be determined, test results can be anal7zed, and the test 
OR be put in its tinal form. 
Norma tor the test are developed each year b7 testing approximately 
2500 stud_tee lIalt ot these Sa are give the new tom of the battery; the 
other halt are given the preceding 1'ear' sedition on which nationel norms 
have been previously established. An attempt is made to stratify this sample 
of students on the basis of sex, size of school, geographic locntion, and 
rural/urban classification. Noms for the new torm of the test are equated 
with preceding norms by means of the equi-percentile method. Then, after 
the battery has been administered each year, a sample ot 25.000 cases is 
selected and norms on this sample are checked against those of the smaller 
sample derived earlier. 
The 1962 edition of the 81'S HSPT (which wu the edition used in the 
present stud7) reported a mean IQ of 102.18 and a standard deviation of 
13.54 for the normative sample. Reliability was established by means ot 
the split-halt method and also by the Kuder-Richardson formula. For the 
total ability score, an odd-even reliability coefficient of .94 and a KR 
coefficient of .92 pve evidence of high reliability. The standard error 
of .easur .. ent for IQ scoree was 3.'9; tor raw scores indicating total 
ability. it was 4.48. 
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A llWllber of measures of concurrent valiti tr have bea established OIl 
ihe 1962 edition of the test. CorrelaiioDe of the total ability score with 
wbtests of the Iova Test of Basic Skills vere in the high .70 t s and .80'41. 
S1m1lar relationships vere observed vhen total abiliir vas correlated wiih 
the Iova Tests of Educational Development. For tvo separate groups, !Q 
scores OIl the STS ISPT correlated with IQ scores OIl the California Test of 
Mental Maturitr with r's of .78 and .72. Otis IQ scores correlated .77 • 
• 59. and .74 with STS IQ scores and Pintner IQ scores had correlations of 
.70 and .81 with this measure of ability. 
Predicti ve validity for the 1962 ed1 tion of the STS has been estab-
lished by correlating scores made on the test with grades earned at the end 
of the freshman rear. A one ,.ear follov up stud1in a Chicago auburbaa 
school shoved correlations with total abilit1 ranging frOll .41 (for histor,.) 
to .70 (for French). In four other studies, total abil1t1 scores vere 
found to correlate from .74 to .79 with grade point averages earned at the 
ad of the first semester in hish school. 
In s.eral, then, the val1d1i,- and reliability of the STS HSPT 1s c .... 
parable to other paper and pencil measures of iatelligence. The mean IQ 
scores em this measure tead to be slightly lower than those earaed on the 
Cal1forn:t..a Test of Mental Matur:t..t, or on the Ot1s Mental Abilitr Test. 
&a.arr of Literature. Ia Ylewiag the re81l1ts of the research reported 
here, oae observe. that underachievement is otien assoc1aied with personal1i1 
faciors. Such invest1gaiors as SD:t..der (1953), McCandlish (1958). Shaw qd 
Grubb (1958>. Drake (1962), Gebhart and RoJi (1958), Merrill and Murpq 
(1959), and nOX7 and 8,....s (1964) used various clinical iutrwaents to 
identi1)' the d,.nud.cs of underachievers, and while some contradicto%'1 evi-
dence was observed, there frequently eIlerged the picture of the underachiever 
as one who is iJlpuls1ve, who seeks selt gratification, who 1s amdOUA, who 
lacks perseverence, who bas difticulty in interpersonal relatioash1ps.. who 
119 conscious of failure yet projects the blame onto others, who is bostile 
and sometimes aggress1ve, who is bJpersensitive, and who has greater need 
tor affiliation, nurturance, and change than S. acbieving up to their abil1t,-. 
For female., the sex 800ial role concept has, to so.e extent, made the dy-
nud.cs of their behavior less clear than that for males. 
aeBearch h.a.a also provided some hope that a group counseling approach 
might be effective in helping underachievers to free themselves for deeper 
learuing .xperienoes which would effect a greater measurable aohi.vement. 
Margolla (195'), Caplan (1957), Collins (1964), Doerillg (1963), Garwood 
(1963). Bre.del et ale (1960), and Spielberger et al. (1962, 1964) have 
ude significant coatributioas in this area of investigatioa. Margolin 
(1955) focused on del1nqueats, Caplan (1957) and Doering (1963) oa Sa who 
had oonflicts with school authorities, and Spielberger et ale (1962, 1964) 
on "anxious" Sa. The other three studies referred to here focused on Sa 
who were failing or underaChieving in school. The studies mentioned here 
were all actual1J cODceraed with this latter problem in its relationship 
to per~litl factors, and all used measures to 88sess su_jeots in teras 
of achiev8lleat as well as adjustment. Margolin·s (1955) and Collins· (].964) 
desigas were set up to test the etfect of the same therapist using different 
treatment techDiques while the other investigators referred to here deal IRed 
their research with reference to the factor of counseling vs. non-counsel1ag, 
using one or several therapists. Only two of these studies used volunteer 
groups (Spielberger et al.. 1962, 1964; Garwood, 1963). and difficulties in-
herent in both volunteer and non-volunteer groups were brought into focus 
in the various experiments. 
Some of the investigators reviewed here have failed to set up controle 
for significant variables. Others have established adequate controle, yet 
have llS8U1'lled a normal distribution, a linear relationship, and homoacadaci t7 
'!then world.ng with very small groups or when setting off a segJIent of a par-
ticular distribution for investigation. Their data do not seem to meet the •• 
requirements essential for parametric tests. The present study has gra.phed 
the data in order to determine the feasibility of using parametric va. non-
parametric measures. By emplo;yiag non-parametric techniques, which are some-
what less powerful than the parametrie tents, more generality can actual17 
be drawn from the conclusioaIJ reached (Seigel, 1956, p. 62), and in. this w&7. 
the assumptions tor a t test or an F test can be avoided. 
SoIle of the studies renewed here have given evidence of 1lIproved 
achievement as a result of cOWlsel.ing; others have shown negative results. 
Some have reported an. increase in measures of adjustment; others have not. 
'!'he reasons wh)" some individuals bave not benefited trOll group counseUng 
bave not been clear. and the pre.ent study bas attempted to clarify this 
somewhat for a female group by as •• saing their particular motivational pat-
teras and by stud,-ing progress (or lack of it) resulting from group cOUllSel-
inS in the light of specific mot! vational patterns. 
Mati vational patterns have been assessed by the EPPS. an instrument 
measuring the relative strength ot 15 of Murray's "manifest needa. tt The 
social deEd.rabili ty variable has been minimized on this inventory t and test-
ret9st reliability has ranged from .55 to .88 for the various scales. Meas-
ures of both construct and concurrent validi tl have !Shown oonsiderable pra-
ise for the EPPS as a research instrument. 
Criteria tor improvement have long been an obstacle in controlled ps,r-
chotherapl research. The present studl focused on measures of self evalua-
tion alODg with school grades since it was felt that onets selt perception 
would be IIOre likely to influence school perfol'lllance than would an outsider's 
rating ot behavior. The instruments chosen (FOI and Block's Q Sort) have 
shown tair promise as research tools. 
The validating literature on these tests has been reviewed here. and 
while validitl studies are still scanty. the instruments have shown consider-
able sensitivity to therapeutic changes. There are, of course. certain 
lilll1 tations in the tests as there are in other paper and pencil question-
naires. Such variables as social desirability and lack of self knowledge, 
tor example. CanBot be tapped. Yet, the validity of the tests seems suffi-




A pilot stud.,. conducted over a. four month period prior to the prE'!sent 
research gave evidence of some .~gniricant data, but it was Aecessary to 
test out the findings more broadly. In this study, 14 und.rachievin~ college 
men who were enrolled in a course in reading skills s~rTed as the subjects. 
The major! t,. or these Ss were on probation, having failed to obtain an ade-
quate grade point average the previous seme3ter, and the,. were required to 
take the course. A rew had volunteered for the course, however, feeling 
deficiencies in reading skills. Theee students vere all givea specialized 
training in reading skil13 With emphasis on speed as well as on coaprehen-
siOIl and vocabulary building. SeTen of these Ss, who made up the experimen-
tal group, partici~ted in 19 group counseling sessions held ttdce wGlekl1 
in addition to the reading class. Upon completion of this study. it was 
found that: (1) Both groups showed improvement in r1tte of readil1rl. yet 
comprehension scores were not unltormlj improved tor either group; differen-
ces between groupe were not significant. (2) Both groups showed an increase 
in grade point average with the experimen.tal group improving :dgnlficantly 
IIiOre than the control group_ C~) Several rsign1f1cant differences lvere ob ... 
served on the POI Bcalea. The amount of change bet'4een the tl"'O groups in 
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seli-actualizing values. the ability to be synergic in understanding human 
nature, and the ability to transcent dichotomies was significantly difterent, 
and results favored the experimental group. There was also a tendency for 
the experimental ;;-roup to manifest more facility in living in the here and 
now. A aummary of these results may be seen in Table 1. 
While these tindings gave promise, several shortcomings of the pilot 
stud7 could be IlOted. The N was small and man,. irregularities ia the control 
group _de it impossible to accept the reeults at face value statistically_ 
Subjeots had not volunteered for the reading class, and as a result, had 
some negative motivation which militated against regular attendance; it was 
thus not possible to get all pre and post measures on Ss in the control 
sroup. There was alao a weakness in the en tenon of srade point average 
tor this group, siRee the majority of the 5s who participated had quite low 
grades in! tiaUy t and there was a greater probability of them improving than 
ot showing a decrement in grades. Nevertheless, the difterences 1n amount 
of scholastic improvement between experimental and control groups was sig-
n1t:l.cant. 
A group of experts1 were called upon to listen to exerpts from several 
ot the taped sessions in order to evaluate the counselor-s effect:l.veness 
with this group and to otfer suggestions for more efteetive commun:l.cation 
in the extension of the pilot study. Their suggestions ot defin:l.ng goals 
more clearly. structur:l.ng early sessions to a greater extent and IUldDg 
clients aware ot what couseling m:l.ght potentially involve, dealing more 
d:l.rectly w:l.th the counselor's stimulus value as a nUt hriag:l.ng more closure 
.... 
1. Gratitude i8 expressed. to Drs. FraDlt Kobler, La R07 Wauch, and Fred 
Spaner, and t~ graduate students James Hill, Ralph Messenbrink, and Ed Doyle. 
Table 1 
Media ChaDges Observed iD. Pilot Stuci7 
Variable. ExperimeDtal Group COlltro1 Group (N-7) (N-7) 
IUIa 
Say +7.0 -2.0 
Ex: +2.0 +,., 
1r +6.0 +5.5 
S -2.0 0.0 
Sr -,.0 +'+., 
Sa 
-'.0 +,., 
No 0.0 -11.0 
S'3 0.0 -16., 
A 0.0 +2.5 
C 0.0 +3.0 
Read1.qa 
Rate +5.0 +2.7 
COliprehaai_ +,.0 
-1.0 
VocabulflJ7 -5.0 -1.4 
(I.P.A. b +.58 +.10 
afOI scores and read1Jt.g seores e~,pressed as 
standard scores with M • 50, S.D •• 10. 
DOrade Point AYerages siY" as absolute Talue. 
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to disoussions, and taking care to seleot Sa who would be able to communicate 
with the group were incorporated into the present study. 
The pt'esent study concentrated on the population of an all girls' bigh 
school from which underachieving seniors were identified on the basis of a 
discrepancy ot ao or more percentile points between ability (as measured by 
the Scholastic Testing Serv1ce High School J:l.acement Test) ($TS HSP!) and 
achieTement (as measured by previous grade point average). This definition 
of underachievement was a compromise between that of Snider (1953) who stud-
ied Sa (eq,uated tor IQ) in the upper third and bottom thiri of the class, 
and that ot Broedel et Ill. (1960) who studied Sa in the upper 10% of the 
class in intelligence and the lower 90% of the class in grade point aTerage. 
Th3 present study was concerned not only with students ot superior intell1-
gence who were underachieving but also with those ot bright normal and aver-
~ intelligence (i.e. with IQts above 100) who were not measuring up to 
their potential. The experl.me:nter tried to avoid usiDg only Ss with extJ'elle-
17 low grades Since, even by chance tactors alone, such individuals would 
be more likely to show 11Iprovement than a 10weriDg of grade., and the effect. 
ot the counseling could not be teste4 with as much certainty. 
The experiraater met with the Sa identified in the lII8JUler described 
above and made them cognizant of the fact that they vere not achieving up 
to their ability. She then ottered the group counseliag process as a way ot 
helping them to become more aware of some of the sources of the difficulties 
that Might be affecting their achievement in school. She pointed out that 
b1 becomins more aware of the problems that prevented them from studying 
effect! vely, the participants in group counseling should be better able to 
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cope with them and 8S a result, to realize their potentialities more fully. 
~}a were then asked to volunteer for the group aeesiolls which were to commence 
the fourth week in September and end just prior to the Christmas vacation. 
Groups were to meet twice a week for a 50 minute period. 
"Volunteers II rather than Ucaptives ll were used. as subjects in this study 
since previous research had left open the question of whether the negative 
affect frequently apparent in tbose who were compelled to participate in a 
group II1ght not have worked against therapeutic progress and in a sense. 
transferred responsibility for success from the individual to the therapist. 
All volunteers were given the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) 
to assess the motivational patterns within the individual. This test meas-
ures the relative strength of competing IDOtivational patterns. Shoatrom's 
Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) t a measure of selt-actualization. was 
also given as was Block's Adjective Q Sort for self-ideal discrepancy. 
Grade point averages as well as I.t measures from the 3TS HSPT were avail-
able on all subjects. 
From the volunteers, an experimental group of 21 Ss was equated with a 
control group by matching means and standard deviations for IQ. previous 
grade point aver1ge. and self-ideal correlation between the two groups. 
Table 2 presents a summary picture of the two groups in teras of these 
variables. lbe t teet revealed no significant differences between the two 
groups on aD1 of these variables. 
The groups were also cOflpared em EFPS and roI measures. A summary of 
these cOlIIparisons may be seen in Table 3. A nonpaJ"uetric tNasure. the 
Mann-Whitney U Test was employed in testing the siga1ficance of differences 
Table 2 
Coapari801l or Experimeatal aad. eo.trol Groups 
oa MatchiDg Crt ten. 
Experimental COIltrol 
Measures 
M M SD 
117.4 8.25 
G.P.A. 2.0 .45 






Ini tial COIIpariSOD ot ~er::llleD.tal and Control Groups 
on Motivatioaal Variables 
EPPS roI 
'nU"1abl •• 11 • P 'nU"1able. 11 z p 
ach 132.5 -2.2"- .0.5 'fI 209.5 -0.29 KS 
det 205.0 0.39 KS 'fO 214.; 0.1, IfS 
ON 168.5 1.32 HS 0 109.5 2.80 .01 
exh 186.5 ..().86 HS I 113.5 -2.70 .01 
aut 1.65 .. ' -1.39 IS SAY 155.0 -1.67 KS 
aft 211.0 0.2'+ NS Ex 176.5 -1.11 KS 
int 201.5 0.62 KS Fr 171.0 -1.25 NS 
8UC 211.5 0.23 KS S 1'+0.0 -2.03 .0, 
do. 17'+.; -1.16 NS Sr 181., -0.99 NS 
aba 78.0 3.60 .01 Sa 1'+7.5 -1.8,+ KS 
nur 211.5 0.23 NS Nc 200., 0.52 KS 
cha 17'+.0 -1.17 liS S7 208.5 -0.31 KS 
end 208., -0.30 }fS A 132., -2.22 .0, 
het 178., 1.06 HS C 124., -2.'+5 .0, 
au 1.59.5 -1.5'+ }fS 
~egative z indicates higher .eed for coatro1 group. 
" 
between groups since these tests appeared to fulfill the assumptions of or-
dinal measurement -17. It will be noted that BOlle initial differences were 
apparent between the two groups and these will be discussed later in connec-
tion with the results of the experiment. 
Ss in the experimental group were divided into three sub groups of 8, 
7. and 6 respective17 wherein they participated in 20 group counseling sea-
sions lleeting twice weekly for 50 llliD.ute periods. (Scheduling convenience 
necessitated having a different DUmber of Ss in each group.) An attempt 
was made to include different "need" patterns (as measured by the EPPS) in 
each group in order to provide for varlet,.. The two highest and two lowest 
scores for each S were examined to see if h8r pattern of scores was sufti-
cient17 different froa that of other m_bers to afford occasion for stimula-
tion and interaction. Duplicates in high or low patterns were excluded from 
the group_ Hopefully. tlris would allow for the creation of an atllOsphere 
whereia clients would be able to examine and to accept the differences 
apparent among themselves. 
An attempt was also _de to select for the group individuals who would 
bave potential for communicating with one another, since a nUlllber of inves-
tigators had previous17 pointed out the importance of this selective factor 
in facilitating or inhibiting group progress. (eg. Bach, 1954; Beeaheim. 
1957; Broede1 et a1 •• 1960) A similar observation had been made in the pilot 
stud,. uadertaken for the present investigation. 
The group composition in terms of the Edwards' variables can be observed 
in Table 4. Manifest needs at or above the 80th percentile are marked B 
(high); those at or below the 20th percentile are designated as L (low). 
Table ,. 




































Group B Group C 
(I • 7) (I • 6) 
H L H L 
1 2 0 .3 
,. 2 1 1 
0 2 0 2 
J 0 2 1 
1 2 2 1 
0 2 1 0 
0 2 1 1 
1 1 1 0 
1 1 0 2 
,. 1 ,. 0 
,. 1 2 0 
2 0 1 0 
2 1 0 0 
1 2 1 0 
1 1 2 0 
Note.--H reters to 1 above 80th percentile; 
L reters to I below 20th percentile. 
" Ss in the control group were informed that because of their schedule 
and the limited J1WIlber who could participate in each group. it would not be 
possible to include them in a group for the present. They were told. however, 
that the experimenter would give them another short battery of tests before 
the end of the semester and after this tille she would meet with them in a 
group and talk over with them their test results and implications for stud7. 
This vas done for both experimental and control groups atter the terminatioa 
of the experimental period. 
SS ia the experimental groups were approaohed in the first group meetiq 
wi th the notion that there were various reasons wbT they might not be achiey. 
ing up to their a~lity. It was suggested that perhaps their poor achieve. 
ment was the result of poor study habits; that it might be due to improper 
1I0tivatioa.; again. it might be that they were overly tAD.X1ous (i.e. "nervous"). 
a factor that could inhibit conoentration; or that underachievement might be 
the result of personal problem.. Sa were told that talking about their diffi-
culties with one another was sometimes a help in enabling them to see them-
selves more clearly and to gain added insights from others' contributions to 
the group. Sa were asked to commit themselves to regular attendance at the 
sessions, and the importance of this factor for the development ot the group 
was then poiated out. (All Sa agreed to tbis commitment.) It was hoped in 
this way to avoid one ot the pitfalls otten inherent in research on volunteer 
groups-that of having Sa "drop out" ot the group betore its termination. 
Sa were also told that the toplca for the group would not be structured; 
rather, it would be lett up to group members to talk about what they felt 
vas most meaningful. They were encouraged to express themselves freelJ. &ad 
the counselor took an eclectic approach. using primarily the non-directive 
method, but supplementing it with clarifications. interpretations posed as 
questions or suggestions, more direct questions, and summaries in instances 
where these were felt to be ettective. All sessions were taped, 
At the conclusion of the aessions, both experimental and control groupe 
were again given the POI and the adjective Q Sort to assess any changes that 
might have taken place. Changes in grade point averages for the two groups 
were also compared. Since the study did not attempt to measure motivational 
change. but only motivational patterns related to underachievement, the EPPS 
was not given again at the end of the counseling sessions. 
It was deemed more feasible to have the S\lbjects rate themselves on 
adjustment measure. than to have the therapist or other observers rate them. 
siDce the former evaluation would be more likely to have an influence on 
their performance in school. and hence t on their grades. Moreover, the bias 
of the therapist or others involved in the research could in this way be 
avoided. 
As a preliminary observation, scores on the EPPS and pre-measures on 
the POI were compared with those of the normative samples in order to deter-
mine whether there were any particular characteristics or the sample that 
difterentiated them from the norm group_ 
Then. to test the first three hypotheses, data were graphed in order 
to determine the distribution ot scores. As mieht have been expected in 
view of the selective factor, the data did not distribute themselves nor-
mally, and hence. it was not feaaible to use a parametric test in deter-
mining the signiticance ot changes resulting trom counseling. A nonparamet-
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ric measure. the Mann-Whitney U Test was used. This test, which is depen_ 
dent on ranking scores, closely approaches the parametric t test in its power 
to reject the null hypothesis (Its power-efficiency is about 95%.), and it 
is not restricted by the assumptions of the t test. The Mann-Whitney Test 
has another advantage over the t test in that conclusions drawn from its 
employment can be generalized regardless of the shape of the distribution 
of scores in the population. A further rationale for using the Mann-~~tney 
Test in this research was the fact that the personality scales used appeared 
to meet only the requirements of ordinal measurement. 
The significance of changes in grade point average, in selt-actualization 
tendency, and in self-ideal congruence occuring during the experimental period 
were tested for the two groups to see if increments could be attributed to 
the counseling sessions. Self-ideal congruence was measured by calculatiag 
Pearson r's for "self" snd Ifidealn descriptions both before and after the 
counseling sessions. Correlations tor "pre" and "post" self descriptions and 
for "pre" and "post" ideal descriptions were also calculated in order to 
determine wherein the changes had occured. Correlations were transformed 
to z scores in order to obtain comparable measures of progress. 
To investigate the last hypothesis, protocols of Ss in the experimental 
group who improved in grade point average were separated from those who did 
not improve, and the Mann-Whitney U Test was again employed to see if there 
were any significant differences in motivational patterns (as measured by the 
EPPS scales) between them. 
The five per cent level of significance was set up as a criterion for 
acceptance ot the research hypotheses. 
Chapter IV 
Result8 
All attempt vas _de to compare the pOpulaUOll of underacMevers used 
in the present study with the n01"lll8tiYe populatiollS used by »:lwards and bJ 
Sbostroa on the EPPS and the POI respectiyely in order to identity the par-
ticular characteristics of the sample. 
Since normative data were given in terms of means and standard devia-
tions, it seemed most feasible to use a t test in comparing the sample with 
the nora group. This was not, hoveyer, altogether satisfactory particularly 
in the case of the POI. S8 in the present study had been encouraged to answer 
all the questions on the teat it they possible could, and the number ot ques-
tions answered vas considerably greater tor these S8 than tor the norm group. 
Thi8, among other tactors, &tree ted the variance ot the scores tor the Ss 
UDder study. and since the variances tor the two populations were not equal, 
the assumptions necessary for the t test were not met and results were spur-
iO\le, maldng adequate comparison impossible. 
The tact that a greater number of questions had been anewered by 8s in 
the present study led to another difficulty. rt was possible to express the 
tille dimension and the support dimension on the fOr either in tenas of two 
ratios or in terms of tour separate scores. If ratios were used, then the 
intervale between scores were BOt equal and a t teat would not be applic-
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able. On the other hand, if the separate scores were compared, 5s under 
study showed significantly more ''inner'' directedness as well as sign1ficant17 
more "other" directedness than the normative sample. other scales were 
affected by this factor also, SO that the present sample tended to be high-
er than the normative group on most of the POI scalea. (Normative group beine 
female college freshmen) 
Table 5 presents a comparison of the various eubscales of the EPPS. 
~he underachievers on whom the present research was conducted were found to 
have significantly greater need (two tailed test) for exhibition, abas .... t. 
nurturance. and aggression than the normative group. Need for deference. 
order, dominance, and endurance was significantly less among the underachiev-
ers than among those in the Bormative group. 
In testing the h7pothes1s that feule underachievers would show a aiS-
nificant gain in grade point average aa a result of participation in group 
counseling, the amount of change between pre and post grade point averace. 
for both experimental and control groups (see Appendix II) were compared b.r 
means of the Mann-Whitney U Test, and results revealed a U of 163.5 (z of 
1.'+3) which was significant at the .08 level. While this value approached 
significance at the .05 level, 1 t did not reach the required level for accep-
tance of the research DJPothesis. l A sr&pbical presentation of median 
ChaJ1ce8 in grade point average tor each group 1s made in Figure 1. 
Actuall.7, both groups showed • decrement in grades dUl'ing the exper.lmen-
1. A t test actually revealed significance at the .0, level. bat uce 
the par81letric assumptions were not met, it was sOlllewhat spurious. Use of 
the nonparametr1c teat tor the.e data actually made it lIIore difficult to 




Compariaoa ot UDderachievera (M • 42) 
witk Normative Sample (N • 749) 
'2-
EPPS MEAN MEAN 
ftl"iable. Mora Group Vaderachievera C.R. 
ack 13.08 12.29 -1.48 
det 12. !to. 10.86 -2.53 
ord 10.24· 8.83 -2.42 
exh 14.28 15.}6· +2.03 
aut 12.29 13.12 +1.25 
att 17. !to 16.81 -1.09 
illt 17.32 16.74 -0.76 
8UC 12.53 13.26 +1.07 
dOlI 14.18· 12.81 -2.14 
aba 15.11 17.43·· +2.91 
Bur 16.42 18.12-- +2.74 
chg 17.20 18.10 +1.41 
ad 12.63·· 10.67 -2.59 
1let 14.34 13.12 -1.34 
au 10.59 12.50·· +3.03 
• Sipiticant17 sreater at .05 level 
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tal period when the average for the senior year was considered. The experi-
aental group showed eonsiderable improvement, however, during the second 
quarter of the counseling. (The experimental group's aean decrease in 
cumulative grade point average was actually .1; the control group's decreaee 
was .4). Results must be interpreted, however. in view of the fact that the 
class as a whole showed a mean reduction of .4 in CUlIUlative grade point 
average. This variable was outside the field of experimental control, and 
results did favor the experimental group in th8.t a greater number of them 
improved than did their corresponding controls. 
The h1pothesis that female underachievers would show a growth in ~elt­
actualization as a result ot participation in group counseling was tested 
by comparing pre and post measures on the POI scales. Results of this anal1-
sis (on the basis of the Mann-Whitnel U Test) showed that certain at the 
scales favored the experimental group. A summary of findings is presented 
in Table 6. A comparison of groups mal also be seen graphically in Figure 2. 
It can be seen from Table 6 and from the graph, that scales measurins 
self actualizing values. self acceptance, and acceptance of aggression showed 
significant changes in favor of the experimental group. The counseled group 
also showed a considerable decrease on the scale measuring direction by 
social pressure (.06 level of significance) and a tendency (.10 level) to 
become more spontaneous in the expression of their feelings as a result of 
participation in group counseling. 
In testing the third l11potheeis, it W8.S necessary to make changes com-
parable; hence rls were transformed to z scores, and the Mann-~fuitnel U 
Test was again employed. It was found that underachievers who participate4 
Table 6 
Difference. ia AMount of Chang. 
bet we.. Expert.ental aad Co.trol Groups 
OIl the Persoaal Orientation InTento17 
Scale I P 
T1 197.0 -0.60· IS 
TO 196.5 0.61 18 
0 159.0 
-1." IS 
1 168.0 1.,3.2 18 
SAY 150.0 1.19 .0, 
Ex 212.' 0.20 NS 
Fr 194., 0.66 IS 
S 16'.0 1.41 NS 
Sr 210.0 0.2.7 IS 
Sa 1".0 1.67 .05 
Ne 191., 0.74 NS 
Sf 193.' 0.71 NS 
A 13,.0 2.17 .02 
C 207.' -0.33 NS 
-'egative z indicates greater decliae for 
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6, 
in the group seesions showed significantly greater growth in congruence be-
tween perception of selt and idea.l self than Ss who did not race! ve group 
oounseling. (For measures of self-ideal oonaruenoe, see Appendix III.) 
The U value of 129 was significant at the .01 level. Figure 3 present6 a 
8UJImary of pre and post measures on the Q Sort. 
Prior to the counseling period, median correlations for the experimen-
tal and control groups respectively were .51 and .54. FollOwing the experi-
mental period, the medians of the r's were .61 and .49 respectively_ These 
results give confirmation for the third hypothesis. It was observed too, 
that the greatest changes took place in perception ot the self rather than 
in perception of the ideal. Median r'a of pre and post ideal correlations 
for the experimental and control gI'oups were respectively .77 and .81. 
Median r's for self perception before and after counseling were .67 for the 
experimental group and .63 for the control group. 
Finally. an attempt was made to see what patterns differentiated be-
tween Irb.provers" and "non-improvers" who participated in the groups. The 
criterion for "improvement" in this particular part of the study was increase 
in grade point average. (Reasons for using this criterion will become clear 
later.) On the basis of a two tailed test (Mann-~~tneY)t it was found that 
"improvers" were significantly lees motivated by needs for Butonomy and in-
traeeption than were the Ss who did not improve. There was also a tendenoy, 
however, for the improvers to be more motivated by needs for nurturance and 
endurance than cls who did not improve academically. 
To summarize, then. counseled Sa did not show a significant gain in 






Figure 3. Median Correlations between 
Self and Ideal 
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denC1 in the direction of confirming the hlPothesis (p .08). Counseled Sa 
did show significant gains over the control group of SS on four of the meas-
ures of self-actualization encompassed by the POI. COUDseled Ss also showed 
significant gains over the control group in self-ideal congruence after their 
participation in 20 group cOWl8eling sessions. Sa who improved as a result 
of counseling bad significantly less need for autonomy and intraceptioa tban 
those who did not improve. 
Chapter V 
Analya:i.s and Interpretation 
It baa been shown that cons1derable profit can accrue tor underachiev-
ers as a result of their participation in group counseling sessions over a 
short period of time (twenty 50 minute sessiolUJ meeting twice weekJ.7). If 
these findings can be generalized to other populations, they can have COD-
siderable implications both tor students and for teachers and administra-
tors. But it may be well to examine some of the results in greater detail. 
The motivational patterns which characterized the underachievers in the 
present study are consistent, to so.e extent, with previous motivational 
patterns found in male underachievers. 
The Ss under study manifested significantl1 higher EPPS scores than. the 
norm group showed OIl scale .... suring aggression or need to criticize and 
attack ccmtrary points of view, nurturance or need to show aftection. to 
others. abasement or need to submit themselves, and exhibition or need to be 
the center ot attention. They were signiticantly lower than. the norm group, 
however, on scales measuring deterence or willingness to accept the leader-
ship of others, order or need to plan ahead, dominance or need to direct 
others, and endurance or willingness to persevere at a task. 
While these characteristics were observed in the underaChieving group 
as a whole, there seemed to be two distinct motivational patterns that 
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emerged among the SSe One group manifested low need for deference, order, 
and endurance with a high need for aggression, exhibition, and abasement. 
These Sa tended to ignore the suggestions of others, but at the same time, 
they had difficulty in planning or persevering at a task themselves; th.., 
tended to blame others for their failures or to use manipulative devices 
to focus attention on themselves. They still recognized the need for sub-
mission. however, in attt.dnins their goals. 
The second group of Ss bad a low need for dominance accompanied by a 
high need for abasement and nurturance. These subjects tended to be more 
passive and dependent on others for support. Their need for close contact 
with others superceded their need to achieve in school, and their 1neecuritl 
in handling and expressing themselves apparently led to anxiety which in-
bibited school achievement. 
Needs for deference, dom1nance, endurance, exhibition, abasement, nur-
turance. and aggression veered in the same direction from the nON group 
as those of Klett t • bigh school students, and these differences were all 
significant for both groups. The underachievers showed a trend opposite to 
that of Klett's Ss (19'7) on needs for order, autonomy, affiliation, and 
heterosexuality_ 
While the change in grade point average during the experimental period 
favored the counseled groups, the difference between groups was one that 
could occur eight per cent of the time by chance; hence the cri tenon for 
acceptance of the research bJpothesis (, per cent level) was not met. 
It was remarked previously that both groups actually showed a decrement 
in gradese ~ben semester averages were considered, only three Sa in the 
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control group showed an improvement in grades, and only eight of the counseled 
Sa improved. However, these results mast be viewed in light of the fact that 
the class as a whole showed a considerablY greater decrease in their grade. 
than the counseled Ss. One possible explanation for the lower grades might 
have been that seniors do tend to let up on their studies in view ot increas-
ing outside interests and extracurricular activities during their senior year. 
(On the other hand. pressures imposed by acceptance policies ot college. 
would seem to have the opposite effect.) It is quite possible too that the 
particular teachers whom the students bad in their senior year tended to 
mark them more stringently. No prior study had been done to determine "trends' 
in grading. and it will be recalled that previous research (Richardson, 1964; 
Of man. 1964) showed some discrepancies with regard to grade t'trends" among 
college students. 
Althoush the differences in grade point average between groups did not 
reach significance when the semester average was used as the criterion. yet 
it was observed that the experimental Ss showed decided gains during the 
second quarter ot the counseling sessions. Twelve Sa improved here. wbile 
on17 Dille had poorer grades. Th1s was apparentlY due to increased selt-
acceptance and self-confidence which enabled them to function more effec-
tively in the classroom. It was not until after the first quarter, however, 
that Ss became involved in the counseling sessions to the ext eat that they 
were able to profit substantiall1. 
It was also seen that as a result of group counseling, the experimen-
tal Ss, while recognizing their weaknesses, were better able to accept th ... 
selves and their aggressive tendencies. Shostrom's scale measuring selt 
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actualizing values likewise demonstrated a significant difference in change 
between experimental and control SSe Such characteristics as spontaneity, 
trust in others, tlexibility. acceptance of responsibility, empat~, toler-
ance, and freedom to be oneself are tapped by this scale. The change noted, 
however, was due to only a slight increase on the scale measuring selt actual-
izing value. on the part of the experimental SSe Subjects in the control 
group showed , decrement on this scale which may well have resulted froa in-
creased pressures occuring in their senior year with which they were not able 
to cope. While 5s in the counseled group did not show a very great increase 
on the scale measuring self actualizing values, it is possible that they were 
able to maintain their tstatus quo' by being in an environment where they 
could express their anxieties over current pressures, and thereby becoae 
better equipped to deal with them. It can be observed. then, that on this 
as on other scales, changes were relative rather than absolute. 
Through talking out some of their difficulties, the counselees were able 
to gain support from others in the group and to win acceptance even while 
disagreeing with certain members ot the group. Clients reported a growth 
in selt confidence, and as a correlary, they became less dependent on others 
tor the direction ot their lives; their need for acting in accordance with 
social conformity was considerably lesaened. 
The increased self acceptance noted apparently took place through change. 
that occured in the t selt' rather than the • ideal self. t 'l'his was shown in 
the signiticant growth in selt-ideal congruence that was noted in the post-
counseling assessment. Very little change occured in ratings of ideal selt, 
but considerable changes were noted in selt perception. 
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A factor that deserves mention in the interpretation of results is the 
comparability of pre-measures on the EPPS and the POI. While age, I~, grade 
point average, self-ideal congruence, and socio-economic status had been 
equated tor experimental and control groups, yet it was not possible to con-
trol several initial ditterences on the personality measures. The experimen-
tal group had lese need tor achievement (.05 level) and greater need tor 
abasement (.01 level) than the control group. Theoretically, the difterence 
in achievement motivation should favor the control group, since it might be 
assumed that it all Ss were untreated, those with higher motivation to 
achieve would be more successtul (other factors being eqUal). On the other 
hand, it might be expected that Sa who were more willing to submit themselves 
to school authorities and to accept the blame for their own misdeeds would 
be more 11kely to succeed (i.e. to study), and in this sense, the experimen-
tal group would be tavored. 
On the POI scales, the control group scored higher than the experimen-
tal group on scalee measuring spontaneity (.05 level), acceptance ot aggres-
sion (.05 level), and capacity tor intimate contact (.05 level). They were 
also higher on inner directedneee (.01 level) and lower on other directed-
ness (.01 level). These difterences might be considered in two waye. From 
one point of view, it would seem that the control group (in the light ot the 
particular scales that were elevated) might have a greater capacity to relate 
to others in counseling, and hence to derive more benetit trom the sessions. 
From another point of view, however, since the control group's initial ecoree 
were higher, it might be expected that the experimental group would bave a 
greater probability of improving than would the control SSe These factors 
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must be considered when interpreting results. Again, it must be noted here 
that changes were relative rather than absolute. 
It was striking, and at first glance, contradictory, that while the 
counseled Sa showed a significant growth in self-ideal congruence and in 
certain aspects of self-actualization. and while they were able to maintain 
a considerably higher grade point average than the control group, yet of 
the eight Ss in the experimental group who showed better grades at the end 
of the semester. five showed a decrease 1a self-ideal congruence and three 
showed an overall decrease on the POI scales. (Two of the Zs included here 
showed decrements on both personality measures.). l~s was particularly 
notewort~ in view of the fact that only seven of the experimental Ss showed 
a lessening of self-ideal congruence whereas 14 of them improved. Similar-
ly, only six of the experimental Ss showed an overall trend of lowered scores 
on the l-:.oI. 
Several factors seem to bave been operating here. An analysis of EPPS 
patterns for improvers and non-improvers brought some of them to the fore. 
Clients who improved in grades as a result of counseling bad significantly 
less need for autonomy and intraception than Ss who did not show improvement 
in their grades. On the head of this fact, it would seem that SS who had 
a greater need to look into their own and others' motives, and who were in-
dependent, critical of authority, and "non-conforming" did not improve their 
grades during the semester in which they participated in the groups. Ss 
who improved were inclined to have greater need for nurturance than the non-
improvers. Richardson (1964), it will be recalled, found similarly (on the 
basis ot clinical observation rather than tests) that college students who 
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i.proved as a result of COUDS.liag had a great neeel for acceptance, were 
dependent. and were aeldom resourceful. Apparently their aeeda were satia-
tied to some exte.t by the group sess1oaa. 
~,I}d.le Sa who had higher aeeda tor autODomy an4 tntraceptioa did a.t 
ahow higher grade. following tbe eXI>erimental perl04, they did ted to show 
.elf-8I'Ovth. It vould M_ thea, that cOUIlnUng had sOlIe beneficial etteota 
tor both groups, but that it had attected both quite ditter_tly. 
It _ght be remarked here too that aot all the Sa who improved 1a gracle. 
unitesteel this ... 'need. t patten. ADother ve.., aport_t factor intl....,-
1q changes ad. growth V8S the particular group ta which each su.bject .PU'-
ticipated. All but two ... bers ot Group C showed an impro ..... t ta grad •• 
dul"iag the experimeatal period. Clfhea only the seoODd quarter vas cons1deN4. 
all but one S 1mproTed.) tet, there were oal,. two ... bera of this particu-
lar group who showed an tac,...eat in nU-1deal ooagru_ce. As it happeaed, 
the meabers of Group C actuallJ bee .. e 18volv$4 at a deeper level of c ... 
IIW'licatiOll tbaa arq ot the p"oupa atudted. The,. arrived at a stage where 
they were able to be more .elt-orit1cal ad where they were able to give and 
take critiot.. from others ia tbe group. Meabers of Group C were more .. r-
'bal 1a reportiag self-growth at the end ot the couasel1llg sessiOlls; yet 011 
the selt-rattag scale. they actually aboved lowered correlatione. This par-
ticular group wu alao the !IO.t reluctant to see the sesst.. oome to a 
clo.e. It wou.ld se_ that the .sa ia Group C actual17 did iapJ'Ov., aad that 
betag 1 •• s anxious about them •• l.... ther were able to tuaction more ettec-
tivel1 1a ecbool aad consequently to obtain better grade.. The more negattve 
appraisal of theuel ve. 011 the ~ Sort (All but OIle _.ber of the group i_-
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proved on the POI.) could well be due to a lowering of their defenses, and 
as such, it could be viewed as a positive sign. Broedel et al. (1960), it 
will be recalled, made a similar observation on the subjects they studied. 
While all three experimental groups met with the same counselor, th.., 
developed quite differently trom a dynamic point of viev, and they arrived 
at various depth levels. It might be of interest here to examine some of 
the developmental factors involved in the different groups. 
Discussions in all three groups were handled primarily in a non-direc-
tive manner, yet from the very beginning, interaction in the groups differed 
widely. The first group session was structured in the sense that ss vere 
told that the group meetings might afford them an opportunity for talking 
over some of the reasons for their underachievement. In this way, it was 
pointed out. it would be hoped that they would come to a better understanding 
of themselves and thus be better able to deal with their problems. Possible 
avenues of departure were then suggested. 
Group counseling was a nev experience for all the Sa who participated, 
and they were initially quite anxious over the failure ot this experience 
to meet with previous expectations (i.e. counselor asks questions, students 
answer questions; then counselor solves problems and tells stUdents what 
they should do) ~s idea--in one form or another--was verbalized on a 
number of occasions. Students in all three groups vere likewise quite defen-
sive about their grades initially. Early sessions focused largely on 
'ventilation' and students verbalized their ~ack Qf ability, lutreasonable-
ness of parents and teachers in expecting too much of them, lack of interest 
in studtes, lack of teachers who motivated them, etc. 
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Group A was initialll quite inhibited bl the tape recorder and clients 
in the group were threatened bl the counselor whom thel saw as a nun in the 
roll ot an 'authority' figure and research investigator rather than in the 
roll ot a counselor. Thel were distrusttul as to how she was going to "use 
them" and as to w~ she was giving them tests that "delved into their iDl'ler 
moti ves lf (even though the purpose ot the tests had been explained to the 
Sa before thel took them). Duriag the first tew sessions, the group devel-
oped largely on the basis ot an ind! vidual-to-counselor relationship rather 
than on the basis of a group relationship. Despite attempts made bl the 
counselor to turn questions back to the group, they did not respond unless 
asked individually. Feelings about the tests and about the research were 
dealt with in the first few sessions and periodically after that. Feeliaga 
concerniag tear of the counselor and unwillingness to talk over problema 
wi th one another when they didn t t really know others in the group very well 
were also paramount. 
Group B began in a more 'relaxed' atmosphere, though the members' 
• outgoing' behavior seemed to cover considerable anxietl. Initial communi-
cation of Group B was generalll good though more superficial in the expres-
sion ot feeling than that ot Group A. Group members skimmed reasons tor 
their underachievement touching on lack of interest in studies, lack of 
motivation from teachers, unfairness of grades as a criterion for achieve-
ment. unreasonableness of teachers and parents in demanding so much, and 
to a limited extent, thel discussed their own need for divergence and con-
sequent lack of studl_ Almost immediately Group B became 'group centered', 
and an initial theme of need for praise and recognition of their own ideas 
and an attack on what they feU was "not achievement fl but "conformitJr" 
began to develop. 
Group C progressed even differently in its early period of development. 
Atter the counselor set the stage for the first session. all members ot the 
group began competing with one another for the floor. On occasion, there 
were as many as three girls speaking at once with really no one listening 
to what the other one had to say. The counselor was largely ignored in 
this group during the first two sessions I and the blame for underachievement 
was focused on teachers. 
The initial 'breakthrough' in Group A was made following a ra.ther 
lengtbJ silence. when the counselor asked if the silence and reticence to 
become involved might not be due to a. real fear as to what the girls in the 
group or the counselor might think if they were to express their feelings, 
She also asked how this same anxiety might be related to school achievement. 
Some of the Sa began. reticently. to participate and they focused on tear 
ot stuttering, fear o:f blushing, fear of what peers might think, and tear 
of nuns. These fears were then discussed in the light of inhibiting class-
room participation. The counselor was largely reflective during this phase 
of the group sessions. trying to tocus on the Sst need for trust and yet 
tear of trusting others. 
As the group began ta.lldng about fear of and anger toward teachers. the 
focus was again turned toward the counselor and her relation to the group, 
and a good deal of hostility became manifest. Individuals in the group were 
"angry" at the counselor for inferring that they "felt angry" when they 
"didn't really go on a tirade" about anything. They didD't want her to "tell 
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them how they felt" since they "Imew how they felt" and it sounded "worse 
when someone else said it. II They didn' t like being "psychoana17zed. II This 
initial "airing" of feeling was followed by what appeared to be some guilt 
and much cnncern for the counselor. Their main anxiety, howevert seemed to 
center o.n whether the counselor resented their remarks and whether she would 
retaliate. When Se were reassured that they were to feel free to express 
their feelings, they became BOIIewhat more relaxed and confident. They also 
became more accepting of the cOWlselor and of her method of dealing with 
the group. This difficulty was never completely worked out with Group A. 
however. 
Most of the sessions were carried by tive members of Group A. the others 
being too reticent to express themselves unless addressed directly. The 
silence of these indiT1duals was brought to the fore several times by mem-
bers of the group, but throughout the sessions, they did not establish enough 
trust in members of the group to express themselves freely. 
There vas some focus on home problems that made study difficult; there 
was much focus on problems of relating to authority and to peers at school. 
The group wast in general, quite reluctant to get into personal. and home 
probl.ems, and when. on two occasions, they became quite involved, they were 
somewhat threatened and quickly backed away at the following session. 
While some positive means for improving grades were suggested towards 
the end of the group meetings, the adjustment of Group A appeared to be 
rather a superficial one. Though they reported better facility in expressing 
themselves, there was some disappointment over the fact that Ss didn't feel 
the sessions had helped them to succeed better in school. 
There seemed to be a number of significant problem areas that were 
avoided by Group At and the termination of the counseling sessions after 
20 sessions was, in all liklihood. premature. 
Another difficulty presented itself with Group A. Initially, Sa had 
volunteered for counseling; yet they were asked to commit themselves to 
regular attendance at the group meet~gs in order to assure control of tbis 
tactor. ODe member of the group became disgruntled after the first few 
sessions, and the fact that she waa kept in the group had an effect sia1lar 
to that of 'forcing' individuals to participate in counseling. Her negative 
affect tended to impede the group's progr.ss. 
Group B contiaued with very good group communication throughout the 
first tive sessions. They touched on feelings of anger toward parents for 
puaiabiag low grades, anger toward t~c~eTs who favored girls, anger toward 
peers who tried to win the favor of teachers through superficial means, frus-
tration ia beiag compared to brothers and siaters, need for recognition, ••• d 
to nact out" as an attention getting device. and need to be independeat and 
autonomous. 
It waen' t until the sixth session that Group B became rather concened 
about the counselor' a research. They were beginning to touch upon sipiti-
cant and sensitive areas and were becoming involved without realizing it. 
As they began to reflect on their involvement and its implications, thel 
became somewhat startled and made an attempt to back away and take a look. 
During the sixth session. there was much anxious questioning of the 
counselor on her research and the use she planned to make of the tape., etc. 
by the Ss. The7 expressed a feeling of relief and exhibited more of a leel-
r 
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ins; of trust for the counselor when this area was explained to them. 
FolloVing this meeting, however, there seeJIed to be a great deal more 
consciousness of the research and the tapes. A number of the sessioaa be-
gan with quite irrelevant material in a seeming effort to ward off getting 
into more personal matters at a greater depth. Couneelees would sometimes 
eontiaue at length in this fashion until the counselor pinned them down to 
focus on a particular pOint. On11 two of the group .embers were williAg to 
accept the counselorts interpretation of their 'light chatter' as a torm of 
resistance or reluctance to get involved at a deeper level. Members of 
GroupS, from the beginning, verbalized and demowstrated Ei, great need tor 
recognition and acceptance both trom adults and from peers, and this factor 
may well have kept them defensive to some extent. 
There were periodic episodes ot rather deep involvement followed bl 
sess10as of superficiality and retreat. Subjects discussed feelings toward 
teachers and toward parents, the need to be someone, and the need for ex-
prese1.g their feelings. They were quite verbal about their feelings ot 
frustratioa vhen restrictions were plaoed upon them. While they recognized 
many of the restrictions as good, they wanted to have a hand in deciding 
upon them, 
The counselor's role was largely one of reflect1ag feelings, clarifying 
thoughts, and focusing on similarities and differences in Ss' reactiona 
during this period. ~)he occasionally focused on the tfsldrtingl! etforts and 
the meaning it II1ght have ia relation to the group. 




right after midterm eY..a::linations, Ss focused on the luck of positive results 
from the counseling cessions as far as school grades were concerned. They 
turned their attention to th~ counselor expressing disappointment that the 
group experience had not met with taeir expectations, i.e. that the counselor 
hadn't "advised them what to do,!! and that there was real doubt that they 
were getting an,r...rhere. 'rhey were fltired of discovering for themselves. II 
The counselor tried to focus on the feeling of the group, and the subjects' 
need for authority and structure despite their negative attitudes towards it. 
This factor was then brought into focus and played a significant part in the 
remain4er of the sessions. Deep feelings about relations with parents were 
expressed, and the group developed a somewhat more open and less defensive 
attitude as well as a freedom to disagree with one another. But this depth 
of expression was again followed by a r~treat and an expression of resent-
ment against the counselor for what they felt was her interest in them for 
research rather than for personal reasons. 
During the final phase of the counseling sessions, Ss discussed posi ti ve 
ways of helping themselves to meet some ot their problems more adequately 
in order that they might be freed for more efficient study, but this phase 
was developed only to u limited extent. Ss in Group B verbalized rather 
mixed feelings as to whether they bad been helped by the group sessions. 
They felt that to some extent they were more accepting and understanding of 
one another, but that they themselves bad not benefited to any great extent 
as far as their studies were concerned. 30me of the Sa in this group did 
verbalize more facility in acting on their own ideas and in expressing them-
selves. 
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The in! tial t breakthrough t with Group C occured during the third group 
meeting when the counselor asked if the group's skirting and excessive chat-
ter might not be an effort to ward off becoming involved with one another. 
After a brief silence, the group members agreed that such was the case. 
Focus was then placed on the diffioulty of talking to a nun, the uncertain-
ty in. not knowing what she might expect, uneasiness in talking with any adult, 
and lack of trust for one another and what tales might be carried out of the 
group. There followed shortly a significant session at which only two mem-
bers were present. (Four were out of school.) They openlY discussed their 
feelings about other mebers in the group and their reticence to express 
themselves when certain members were present. It was suggested that Ss 
bring these feelings up when the entire group was present in order that they 
might attempt to work them through. This suggestion was acted upon, and 
there followed significant discussions on the threat of dropping one'. 
defensiveness all of It suMe, the need for trust to grow graduallY. the 
difficulty of speaklng in front of people (rehearsing to self but being 
unable to express self publicly), difficulty in taking criticism, and te-
dency to "shut others out" because of inaecurtt,._ A group cohesiveness 
developed with members of Group C and there was a growing openness among 
the Clients in this group. Further topiCS focused on attitudes towards 
teachers and parents, jealousy over sibs, social pressures on going to 
coll.ge, and attitudes on dating and sex_ 
At the ninth session, Ss turned to evaluate what they had accomplished 
and the,. expressed a feeling of having been helped psychologically but Bot 
scholasticallY, since they reall7 hadn't discussed much in the way of school 
problems. 3s were encouraged by the counselor to bring up what was most 
meaningful to them at the time, ainoe their feelings and attitudes undoubted-
ly bad a considerable etfect on their school perform8Jllee. During this phase, 
as with the other two groups, the oounselor's role was largely one of re-
flecting and olarifying feelings of the group as well as focusing on individuaJ 
differenoes. 
SignificantlY'. with Group C as with the other two groups, there wa.s a 
change of attitude immediately following midterms. Ss were disappointed at 
their laok of achievement and they expressed dissatisfaction with the coun-
selor who really ha.dntt given them any "advice." This, again, turned to a 
focus on need for authority TS. resentment, and criticism of those in author-
ity. 
The change of attitude was only a temporary retreat, for Sa followed 
with very meaningful discussions on need for self-discovery in learning wbJ 
the1 acted differently with different people; on difficulties encountered in 
turning emotions on and off or trying to keep them from bursting forth in an 
uncontrolled mmmer; on feelings of frustration and depression; on the anx-
ieties of being a senior and having adulthood throWll upon them all at once; 
on feelings of anger towards parents and sibs; on difficult1 in admitting 
when wrong, and on w&1s of handling anger. 
Ss in Group C expressed IlUch regret in seeing the sessioD.S come to a 
close. Ther had developed a deep trust 1n one another and reported positive 
improvement in the sense that they felt they weren't "bottling up" their 
emotions so much, but felt freer to express them. The" verbalized a great-
er feeling of freedom to be themselves in the classroom, and to say what 
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they really felt as opposed to what someone else wanted to hear. 
But despite the po Ed. ti ve verbal response and the evident increase in 
grades and POI scores for members of Group C (presumably as a result ot d~ 
creased inner tension). these were the Sa whose self-ideal congruence Fcores 
dropped during the counseling sessions. In view of the former factors, it 
is believed that this decrement was due to a lowering of defenses and a con-
sequent ability to see the negative aspects of themselves SR a result of 
counseling. 
Material discussed in the counseling sessions for all three groups 
tended to support previous research on some of the dynamic factors related 
to underachievement. The subjects recognized their inadequacy, but they 
tended to blame others; they were dependent on others for structuring things 
for them, yet they resented restrictions placed upon them; they had a great 
need for acceptance and positive recognition from others, yet by their be-
haviar the)" of tent 1mes frustrated that need. 
Probabl1 one ot the moat beneficial aspects of the group sessions for 
many of the subjects wa.s that of being given an opportunity to ventilate 
their feelings. The development of feelings of trust in others and confid-
ence in self also seemed to play a vital role in the changes that occured. 
(While these changes were slight, they were significant.) Some insight was 
-
also achieved, but in varying degrees depending on the individual client. 
While it is not feasible with the particular group of subjects under 
study here. it would be well in future research (and other investigators 
have noted the need for this too) to use Ss who could be followed up and 
studied for later adjustment_ Would there be differences in later adjust-
.ent between those who appeared to be superficially more satisfied with 
themselves following counseling and those whose selt evaluation was more 
negative, and yet, whose depth of communication and increased school per-
formance would indicate better adjustment at a deeper level? This inves-
tigator believes that there would be changes in self-ideal congruence after 
a period of tille which would fsvor the latter group. Onl.y further research, 
however, can bear this out. 
In general, it was felt that most of the Ss had been helped to sOlie 
degree by their experience in the group. The rigidity of the controls for 
research perhaps served as an obstacle, preventing sOlie individuals from 
profiting to the fullest extent. While 'dropouts' from counseling have 
previously created problellS in analysing gainful aspects of the group ex-
perience, yet reflecting back on the group sessions under stuq here, the 
investigator feels at present that Sa could have profited more (particular-
ly those in Group A) if there had bea more flexibility in allowing for 
dropouts and attendance. Eva though they had volunteered to participate 
in the groups, S8 felt that their freedOll "not to attend sessions" was 
rather restricted because of their "commitment," and they tended to tran8fer 
much of the responsibility for their improvellent to the counselor. Ofman 
(1964), among others, had previously observed that "dropouts" frOll counsel-
ing diclntt improve their grades. On the basis of the present study, how-
ever, it appears that Ss who are not permitted to drop out when th.., are 
dissatisfied, even though they have initially volunteered for the group, 
likewise do not improve their grades, and in addition, the:r can impede the 
progress of other group members. 
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In support of the investigator's bJpotheais just mentioaed. it was 
observed that members of Group C experienced one of their first Oommunica-
tioas of genuine feeling when tour members were absent. 
It seemed that SOlIe of tbeSs Dder studl here had anticipated an 
alllost magical quality in It joining a group and getting better grade •• " 
Perhaps les8 emphasis should have been placed on the reason tor their 
initial selection. It vas the counselor's theory that improved grade. 
would be an indirect (i.e. as a result of better personal adjustment) 
r8ther than a direct outcome of counseling. Yet in identif:r1Dg 38 as 
undera,chievers and in tocueiag on problems that might have.- been c.un .. 
pOOr grades, SOllIe of the Sa came to think of this as the primary objective 
of the group sessions and to expect the counselor to play more the role of 
an "8dvisorlf than of one who would help them to reflect on their fMliugs. 
OIl the other band. it hes been noted in previous research (BaJmur ed Pat-
terson, 1960) that 38 who were not aware of their underachievement tended 
to avoid getting into significant problem areas. A happy medium muzt be 
struck here. 
Since Donparametric tests were used to veritl the significance of 
results in this experiment, the findings can. be generalized to populatioAs 
that do not assume a normal distribution. Changes observed. however, were 
relatiYe with respect to the two groups studied. This factor, along with 
the limited N of 42 would tend to preclude the generality of findings 
without further research. As a method of helping underachievers to deal 
with some of the problems peculiar to them, however. group cOUllE3eling WliU3 
found to have oonsiderable merit. 
Chapter VI 
Summar,y and Conclusions 
the purpose of this study was to test the effectiveness of group 
counseling with female high school students who were underachieving 
academicall,. 
Previous research had pointed to a number of relationships between 
underachievement and emotional problems or personality difficulties. Snider 
(1953), HcCandlish (1958), Gebhart and Hoyt (1958), and Drake (1962), 
among others, undertook research in identifying the dynamics of under-
schievers, and such characteristics as impulsivity, anxiety. insecurity. 
self-centeredness, and inability to accept the blame for their failures 
frequently emerged concomitantly with the underachievement "symptom." 
In view of observations such as these, other investigators focused on 
a line of research to test the effects of group counseling in helping under-
achievers to face their problems realistically in order that they might be 
freed for deeper learning experiences. Margolin (1955), Caplan (1957), 
Doering (1963), Garwood (1963), Collins ( 1962, 1964), Broede1 et 81. (1960), 
and Spielberger et a1. (1962, 1964) were among the investigators interested 
in the group processes with studeuts; their results showed discrepancies 
to some extent, and clear cut evidence for a female popu1stion was lacking. 
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The present study was undertaken in order to try to identity more clear-
ly some ot the motivational patterns in female underachievers and to test 
the effectiveness of group counseling with females in the light of particu-
lar 'need' patterns. 
It was h1pothes1zed (1) that students who participated in group coua-
seling sessions would show greater improvement in grade point average than 
noa-participants; (2) that studeJlts who participated in group eouneeliq ses-
sions would show greater improvement in selt actualizing tendency than noa-
participants; (3) that students who partiCipated in group counseling "ssions 
would show greater improvement in self-ideal congruence thaD non-participants; 
and (4) that taprovers· would IIhow different motivational pattenuJ than 
'non-improvers. t 
Forty-two underachiev1zag sea10r high school students (female) vola:teered 
to participate in a series of group counseling aeaaiottl!l. These Se we.. di Yided 
into an experimental (Ne21) and a control (N-21) group equated for IQ. pre. 
'ViO\Js grade poiat averase. and self-ideal congruence. The former group was 
further divided iato three subgroups whose memberR participated in 20 group 
counseling sessions held twice weekly. Pre and post assessments on grade point 
average, on self actualizias tendency. and on self-ideal correlatioa were made 
tor both groups ia order to deteraine what changes had taken place duriag the 
experimental period. Sa were also asaessed for motivatioaal patterns prior 
to the experimental period. ad an analysis vas made to determine which pat-
teraa were characteristic of Sa who improved as a result of cOW1seling. 
Upon completion of the study. the following conclusians were reachedl 
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1. Changes in grade point average occuring during the experimental per-
iod favored the counseled Ss, though the level of significance (p .08) fell 
short of that needed to reject the null 'h1pothesis. 
2. 'rhe amount of change between experimental and control groups on selt 
actualiziag values, selt acceptance, and acceptance of aggression was sig-
nificantly different (.05 level). Results lavored the experimental group. 
There was also a tendency tor the experimental group to show an increased 
spontaneity (.10 level) and a decreased reliance on others for their decisions 
(.06 level). 
,. Students who participated in group counseling sessions showed a sig-
nificant increase in self-ideal congruence over the control group (.01 level). 
4. Counseled Ss who showed an improvement in grades after their group 
experieace had significantly less 'need t for autonomy and intraception than 
those who did not improve. 
These results give confirmation to the hypotheSis that group counseling 
can be a beneficial experience for underachievers, though it affects them 
in m~ different ways dependiag on their own personality patterns and specif. 
ic group interaction. The N was limited. and it would be well to test the 
same ~pothe8is with other popUlations. From the investigator's point of 
view, it would seem that future research in the area of group counseling 
should concentrate on volunteer groups and should allow tor tlexibilitr of 
subjects in droppiag out ot the group or in occasionally missing meetings. 
There is also still much need to do tollow up research on adjustment ot 
counseled SS after the termination of the group sessioas. 
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Appendix I 
Matohing Criteria tor Experimental and Control Groups 
Experimental Control 
G.P.A. I. :.t. 5-1 G.P.A. I.Q. 5-I 
2.84 123 .33 2.15 116 .64 
1.38 115 .05 1.88 118 .16 
2.07 127 .58 2.34 114 .61 
2.51 121 .59 2.63 124 .73 
1.95 127 .57 2.75 130 .28 
1.48 129 -.16 2.70 134 .70 
1.88 107 .28 2.42 129 .,4 
1.74 109 .68 2.05 120 .30 
2.44 126 .66 1.'7 11.5 .65 
2.73 131 .51 2.25 123 .50 
2.44 118 .72 2.2.0 117 .60 
2.05 115 .36 1.91 117 .36 
2.35 117 .79 1.58 115 .04 
2.l2. 115 -.04 1.77 109 .73 
2.13 129 .60 2.10 112 .45 
2.86 126 .39 1.02 11.5 -.48 
1.90 114 .50 1.54 118 .52 
1.39 111 .54 1.56 101 .52 
1.66 113 .61 1.75 102 .70 
2.21 118 .42 2.46 112 .82 
K 2.12 119.5 .46 2.04 117.4 .51 
SD .44 7.1 .31 .45 8.2 .37 
9.5 
Appendix II 
Pre and Poet Grade Point Averag •• 
Experimental Control 
Fre Post Pre Poet 
2.84 2.40 2.15 2.00 
1.38 1.12 1.88 1.88 
2.07 2.00 2.}4 2.12 
2 • .51 2.20 ~.10 2.10 
2.37 2.40 2.63 2.70 
1.95 1.60 1.57 1.,58 
1.48 1.1fO 2.20 1.90 
1.88 2.00 2.25 2.10 
1.77 1.30 
1.74 1.70 1.02 .90 
2.44 2.00 2.26 1.70 
2.12 1.70 2.75 2.40 
2.73 2.50 1.58 1.98 
2.44 2.50 1.91 2.20 
2.05 1.80 2.70 2.30 
2.35 2.50 2.42 2.00 
1.54 1.60 
2.86 2.40 2.05 1.10 
1.66 2.00 1.56 1.50 
2.21 2.60 1.75 1.90 




Pre and Poat Measures of Self-Ideal Congruence 
Experimental Control 
Pre Pest Pre Poat 
.33 .51 .64 .65 
.57 .69 .16 .08 
.05 .67 .61 .52 
.59 .71 .45 .27 
.28 .15 .73 .72 
-.16 .22 .65 .64 
.58 .61 .60 .75 
.33 .64 .50 .28 
.13 .73 
.68 .77 -.48 -.08 
-.04 .50 .56 .73 
.66 .65 .28 -.04 
.41 .61 .04 -.12 
.12 .es .36 .30 
.36 .45 .70 .62 
.79 .69 .54 .59 
.53 .44 
.39 .46 .30 .49 
.61 .70 .52 .43 
.42 .39 .70 .49 
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